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nothing to hide

highlights performance to showcase apprentice artists

DEMETRIUS FREEMAN | Daily file photo

roxana pop | Daily file photo

Above left, guest conductor Steven Osgood leads the Chautauqua Symphony Orchestra during a previous season’s Opera Highlights performance. At top right, 2013 Chautauqua Opera
Young Artists perform in collaboration with the CSO during the 2013 Opera Highlights concert, while attendees Al and Sandy Gordon, above right, take it in.

mark oprea | Staff Writer

T

he nine Apprentice Artists in the Opera Company’s Young Artists
program have been, recently, performing supporting roles in Madam
Butterfly, rehearsing daily for the Ballad of Baby Doe and watching
their fellow Studio Artists sing in revues and recitals from the audience chairs.

This all changes at 8:15 p.m. Saturday in the Amphitheater with the annual Opera Highlights Concert, when
the nine singers perform front and
center stage at Chautauqua’s reputable
venue.
Carol Rausch, music administrator/choral master, who helped select
the artists from the initial 700, said
that tonight’s concert can be a rather
“intimidating” display.
“We’re saying, ‘Hey, Chautauqua,
here’s the nine that we’ve picked.
Get a load of them,’ ” she said.

Women’s Club to host
entrepreneur Butman
Deborah Trefts
Staff Writer

Sometimes, an
idea can change a
community or the
world. But when it
comes to optimally
transmitting
that
idea from one’s
mind to a larger audience, a person can butman
get stymied, and
simply let the idea go.
At 3 p.m. Saturday in the Hall of Philosophy, John Butman will discuss that idea trajectory from concept to fruition. Author of
Breaking Out: How to Build Influence in a World
of Competing Ideas, the transmission vehicle
he prefers is the non-fiction book.
“People think that the book-writing process is over,” Butman said.
See butman, Page A4

What used to be called the “Stars
of Tomorrow,” Rausch said, is often
seen by the company as a breakthrough point, a milestone in the career of a young singer eager to one
day sing arias at the Met.
The Amp, she said, is a good starting point.
“If you can get on that Amp stage
and fill the house, that says a lot
about you and your readiness to take
on the profession,” she said.
Although the company has ascribed another name for the show,

will rubin | Staff Writer

the “concept” of latter days, Rausch
said, “is still there.”
Yet a new year brings not just new
performers, but also fresh material.
Rausch, along with Jay Lesenger, artistic/general director of the Opera
Company, and CSO guest conductor
Steven Osgood, selected music aligned
to the company’s theme of “American
Expansion: East and West,” and also
“tweaked it a little bit” for the sake of
emphasizing talent.

For Saturday’s guest conductor Steven Osgood,
the devil’s in the details.
So are dynamic sounds.
Osgood, the former artistic director of American Opera Projects, has been involved with Chautauqua productions before — the most recent being July of last season. Saturday, he’ll conduct the
Chautauqua Symphony Orchestra as it accompanies the Chautauqua Opera Company in the annual Opera Highlights concert.
In his review for the Daily, John Chacona wrote of
Osgood’s 2013 concert that, “at the end, it’s hard not
to come to your feet.” Osgood sees his upcoming
role as embodying a different set of limbs, though.

See opera, Page A4

See cso, Page A4

Machado to serve as Week Four chaplain
felt “deep within” her soul
. “I am talking about the
realities of Mexican wo
men because
I
understand
their
stories. They are connected to my story,” she said. “
mary lee talbot
It’s a story, since the
Staff Writer
Mexican-American War
… about belonging and not bel machado
American and U.S. church history from t- onging, about being left
out and left out of a narrative ohe perspective of the borderlands. Among
the questions she asks are: what does the pr f a nation and a racial dialogue that ha
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history of Christianity
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saturday’s Weather

Osgood to lead CSO,
Opera balancing act

High 80° Low 66°
Rain: 10%
Sunset: 8:54 p.m.

sunday

High 76° Low

importance of popular religion f
or the borderlands people. Machado
serves as professor of the American History of Christianity at
Union Theological Seminary in New
York City. Having just completed her tenure as dean for academic affairs, she is the second woman a
nd first Latina to hold this posit
ion. Machado will preach at the m
orning worship service and sermon a
t 10:45 a.m. Sunday, and at 9:15 a.m. in th
e Amphitheater every
week day during Week Four. Her sermon titles for the week include: “Ne
ver Consent to Creep,” “The God-Shaped
Hole,” “When Seeing is Not Enough,” “An Extravagant Hospitality,” “And Still RachelWeeps,” and “You Are.” In 2012, El Diario/La Pr
ensa in New York City honored Machado with its Destacadas Award, which honor
s influential Latinas who have made great strides in business, entertainment,
See machado, Page A4
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65°

Rain: 50%
Sunrise: 5:53 a.m. Sunset: 8:54 p.m.

monday

The Daily’s website has been completely updated with a responsive design for enhanced viewing on all screen sizes, plus bigger photos and videos — check it out!

High 77° Low 62°
Rain: 30%
Sunrise: 5:53 a.m. Sunset: 8:54 p.m.
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Briefly
news from around the grounds
The Briefly column appears on Page 2 daily and is intended to
provide space for announcements from Institution-related organizations. If a meeting or activity is featured that day in a story, it should
not be repeated in Briefly. Submit information to Drew Olkowski
in the Daily’s editorial office. Please provide name of organization,
time and place of meeting and one contact person’s name with phone
number. Deadline is 5 p.m. four days before publication.

Franklin pushes
devotion, diversity
at Trustees Porch
Discussion

Accommodations manager available weekdays
Accommodations manager Myra Peterson is available
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays at the Visitors Center to assist
with 2015 accommodations arrangements.

CLSC Alumni Association news
The CLSC Class of 2006 will meet at 9 a.m. on Tuesday
for a meet and greet on the porch of Alumni Hall.
The CLSC Class of 2001 meets at 9 a.m. Mondays for
coffee on the porch of Alumni Hall.
The CLSC Class of 2000 will meet at 3:30 p.m. on Monday in the Kate Kimball Room at Alumni Hall.
CPOA Walkabout
The Chautauqua Property Owners Association’s weekly informational street light walkabout will meet at 9:30
p.m. on Sunday evening outside the Colonnade. Chautauquans will learn about street lighting issues and the
options available to resolve them. Attendees will be able
to see for themselves the differences between the CPOA
demo light and some of the Chautauqua street lights in the
area surrounding Bestor Plaza.
Everett Jewish Life Center at Chautauqua
An informal gathering to remember the late, longtime
Chautauquan Ruth Galos. The memorial will be held at 1
p.m. on Sunday in the Library Room at the Everett Center.
Light refreshments will be offered.
Starting at 3:30 p.m. on Sunday, the Everett Jewish Life
Center will be screening the film “Fill the Void” as part of
their Jewish Film Series.
Matthew Levitt will speak from 3:30 to 4:45 p.m. Monday at the Everett Jewish Life Center on the topic “Hezbollah and Iran’s Strategic Partnership and What it Means for
the Middle East and Beyond.” Following the lecture will
be a book signing.
Chautauqua Women’s Club news
The Flea Boutique is open Wednesdays, Fridays and
Sundays from noon to 2 p.m. behind the Colonnade. You’ll
find a variety of household goods, clothing, jewelry, purses and shoes, toys, games and books at bargain prices.
Members are invited to meet at 2 p.m. Friday and at
3 p.m. Monday at the Women’s Club house for friendly
games of mah jongg. Bring your National Mah Jongg
Card. Sets will be provided.
Artists at the Market is open Wednesday, Thursday and
Sunday afternoons from 1 to 4 p.m. at the Farmers Market.
The Women’s Club hosts social time with the Friendship Group at 6:30 p.m. on Monday evening on the porch.
Duplicate Bridge sessions take place at the Women’s
Club house beginning 1 p.m. Tuesdays. All levels welcome. If you need a partner, come early, and we will do
our best to pair you with a player. Fee collected at the door.
The Women’s Club offers a short bridge lessons followed by social bridge for men and women. Lessons run
from 12 to 12:30 p.m. All levels welcome. If you need a
partner, come early, and we will do our best to pair you
with another player. Separate fees for lesson and play.
Join host Georgia Court on Wednesday for an enjoyable
evening of dining. This event features Vicki McGraw from
Elegant Edible. Reservations are taken at the Women’s
Club house, 716-357-4961. Event cost $40 per person.
Poets on the Porch, Prose on the Porch
The Chautauqua Literary Arts Friends sponsors informal group critiques of poetry and prose from 1 to 1:40 p.m.
immediately after the Tuesday and Friday Brown Bag lectures by the authors of the week on the porch of the Literary Arts Center at Alumni Hall. Poets should bring 10 copies of no more than two pages of their poetry on Tuesday;
prose writers should bring 10 copies of no more than 500
words of their writing on Friday. Discussions will be led
by a published writer.
Ultimate Frisbee
There will be a pick-up ultimate frisbee game at 3
p.m. Sunday at Sharpe Field. All are welcome. Call Mike
O’Brien for more details at 702-493-1372.
AA/Al-Anon Meeting
At 12:30 p.m. Sunday there will be an open AA/AlAnon Meeting in Hurlbut Church parlor.
ECOC Brown Bag
The ECOC will be having a Brown Bag lecture that discusses the Civil Rights Movement at 12:15 p.m. Monday
in the UCC Chapel. The churches’ role in the Civil Rights
movement was good and bad, both positive and negative. We celebrate one and should do active penitence for
the other. The struggle for equal treatment under the law
has progressed. Have we made the same progress in the
hearts and minds of our church members? David Lollis
will make his statement on these times through telling
real life stories of his experience in the early 1960s.
Annual Chautauqua Team Tennis
The Tennis Center will host the annual Chautauqua
Team Tennis at from 8 a.m. to noon Saturday. Entries are
limited to 32 players, and the deadline for entry is Thursday. Sign up at Turner Tennis Center or call 716-357-6276
for more details.
Opera Guild News
The Opera Guild will sponsor a master class with Marlena Malas at 1:15 p.m. on Monday at Fletcher Hall.

Cortney Linnecke
Staff Writer

The Rev. Robert Franklin
remembers the exact instant
his life veered into spiritual
territory.
It was a somber moment
on April 9, 1968, when his father sat him down in front of
the television to watch Martin Luther King Jr.’s funeral
procession. Franklin said the
grandeur and majesty of ceremony awakened something
inside of him that ultimately
laid the foundation for faith
in his life.
Years later, Franklin is
now trying to channel the
same spiritual fervor of his
youth into his new position
as director of Chautauqua’s
Department of Religion.
He took the microphone
at Wednesday’s Trustee
Porch discussion on the
Hultquist Center porch to
speak about “Community
and Faith.” Franklin led a
group of roughly 20 community members in an open
discussion about spirituality
within Chautauqua, describing initiatives he would like
to see the Department of Religion take to increase devotion and diversity within the
grounds.
“American religion is exceedingly diverse,” Franklin
said, explaining that one of
his biggest goals this summer is to push religious diversity in Chautauqua. “But
there is a lack of awareness
concerning it. My job is to
help people realize this extraordinary diversity.”
Franklin’s
aspirations
are in direct accordance

MATT BURKHARTT | Staff Photographer

Above, the Rev. Robert Franklin, director of the Department of Religion, speaks at the Hultquist Center
during the Trustee Porch Discussion Wednesday. Below, LaDonna Bates asks Franklin a question.

with the Department of Religion’s mission in recent
years, which has been to expand and embrace various
religions and demographics
within Chautauqua. This has
included the construction of
the Everett Jewish Life Center in 2009, the introduction
of both reform and Orthodox
Shabbat and Kabbalat Shabbat services, and the creation
of the Abrahamic Program
for Young Adults in 2006,
which helped foster Islamic faith and began Jum’ah
prayer services.
“We felt we couldn’t call
ourselves the family of Abraham until we represented all
three Abrahamic branches
of religion,” said Maureen
Rovegno, associate director of
the Department of Religion.
Franklin said the key to
global peace is peaceful negotiations among religions.
“We’re trying to foster
dialogue among different religions and across boundaries,” he said.
Now that all three Abrahamic faiths are represented
on the grounds, the department is hoping to focus on
pushing more ethnic diversity, particularly concerning African-Americans. One
method of doing so is the
construction of a Martin Luther King Jr. Center, a potential building that could be
built on Institution grounds
to provide spiritual support
for African-Americans.
This idea raised some concern amongst the audience
at Wednesday’s meeting.
“Why do we need one

house that is segregated on
the basis of color?” said Judy
Christofferson, a community
member at the discussion.
“Then it just looks like we
have a house where all the
black people go.”
Franklin disagreed with
Christofferson’s point of
self-segregation,
claiming
that the center would not be
a place for isolation but for
community. He used the Everett Jewish Life Center as an
example, claiming that it has
not promoted Jewish segregation, but instead welcomed
other religions to learn more
about Judaism. Furthermore,
he said a Martin Luther King
Jr. Center would be an opportunity to attract more diversity to the grounds.
“Are we really satisfied
with being able to say that
we’ve only got 30 AfricanAmericans here for a week or
two?” Franklin asked. “We
want to fully integrate them
into this community. The
center would be a place for
everyone to come together
under a man who brought us
all together.”
Apart from attracting new
ethnicities to Chautauqua,
Franklin also wants to target
the youth demographic. He
said he is concerned with the
lack of spirituality among
children and teens, claiming that even when there is
a group of highly devoted
young adults, there is low
attendance at religious services. Franklin said this is
a symptom of modern society’s detachment from organized religion.

Ideally, Franklin would
like to see the Boys’ and Girls’
Club work more closely with
the Hall of Missions. The Department of Religion is also
looking into other initiatives
to pique youths’ interest, including scholarships and programs geared toward young
adults. One such program is
a lecture by a Scientologist
scheduled for later this July.
While the presence of a Scientologist was met with some
skepticism by the Chautauqua community, Franklin
maintains that the invitation
was extended at the request of
the youth. He said that many
expressed interest in learning more about Scientology,
which is popular with various Hollywood celebrities.
“We’re making an effort
to explore the energies of different religious traditions,”
he said. “We ought to be able
to take an academic, intelligent approach to understand
Scientology in a safe environment.”
Ultimately, Franklin feels
that the Department of Religion’s duty is to achieve a
non-discriminatory embrace
of all spiritual traditions in
Chautauqua. He feels that
this goal is rooted in a basic
concept — compassion.
“We need an agenda of
compassion,” he said. “Active, muscular compassion.”
The Trustees Porch Discussion resumes at 9:30 a.m.
next Wednesday on the
Hultquist Center porch with
the topic “Fine and Performing Arts and Inter-arts Collaboration.”
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Machado: examine values in context of ‘hurting world’
Chaplain’s Note: I hope that the morning chapel services this coming week will engage you as together we use the biblical text as a lens
to examine our own commitments and values in the context of the
broken and hurting world we live in. One passion and commitment of
mine has to do with the reality of immigration in our country. A crisis
going on right now in our southern border is the arrival of thousands
of unaccompanied minors who leave their homes due to violence and
poverty that offer no future and no hope. I want to share with you a
blog written by a good friend of mine, Mike Seifert, a former priest
who has served and continues to serve the people of South Texas for
more than 30 years. Here is a recent blog he wrote about the children
crossing the border:

O

n Christmas Eve, 1991, I was preparing to celebrate
Mass. I was at Casa Romero, a hospitality center
for refugees set up by the Diocese of Brownsville
in response to a massive number of Central Americans fleeing violence by heading north to the U.S. Because I
had some time before we were supposed to start services, I
wandered around the 300 or so folks who shivered in the cold
and gathered in the space around the altar. On the outer edges
of the group, I came upon a young, thin girl surrounded by
five or six older men. We spoke for a bit; she told me that she
was heading out that night with these men, looking to cross
through the Wild Horse Desert, a desolate place just north of
Brownsville, in an effort to avoid the Border Patrol.
I found the nun and told her that I was worried about the
girl. The nun said to me, “You should be. Please take her to the
rectory with you tonight. She is not safe here.” The girl agreed
to come and spend Christmas Eve with our religious community that night. She was 16 years old, and she was from El
Salvador. Her arms were covered with scars, about which she
would only say, “They burned me with cigarettes.”
I gave her my room for that night, and I took to the couch in
the living room. The next morning, as I passed by my bedroom,
I saw her kneeling on the floor, her scarred arms held straight
out from her sides, her eyes closed, and her head upturned

From the Pulpit
Guest Column by daisy machado

toward the heavens. She was back-lit by the sunlight streaming
through the window.
It was Christmas Day, and I felt that God had sent me an
angel disguised as skinny, scarred teenaged girl.
She stayed with our community for about two weeks, until
some good immigration attorneys managed to get her a special
travel permission, and then, into a center that worked with the
victims of torture.
Some 20 years later, the focus of the news has shifted to the
Rio Grande Valley, as, once again, tens of thousands of scared
and scarred people are coming to the border, looking for someone to save their lives. The difference, this time, is that most of
them are children.
The small-minded, and the narrow-hearted among us
describe these children as “a nuisance,” “a threat,” even “a
curse.” The media, and many in government, refer to them as
“a problem to be solved.”
But of course children are not a problem.
The problem is our broken immigration system. Our political leaders have avoided the hard discussions around immigration by insisting on mixing border security into any and every
discussion about immigration. And now we have a confounding problem — the border is, for all practical purposes, sealed
and secured. The Obama administration spent more than $12
billion in 2013 on border security. There are hundreds of miles
of an 18-foot tall border wall, and thousands of Border Patrol

agents. There are drones and sensors; the Texas Highway patrol
has machine-gun mounted boats patrolling the river. But the
majority of these children are not looking to sneak into the U.S.
They defy our expensive, exhaustive border security by simply
walking up to Customs and Border Patrol Agents and asking to be arrested. In an act of desperation, the children throw
themselves at our nation’s feet, and ask for some measure of
compassion.
“What are we supposed to do? What do we need to be doing?” a group of Congressional representatives asked community leaders this past Saturday morning, seeking some insight
into the situation. Wisdom teaches us that in moments of
conflict, it is good to pause, take a breath and revisit our ethical
principles, to take some time to remember whom we are, so
that our decisions and actions are taken with integrity. The Jewish/Christian Biblical tradition, one source of ethical principles,
notes — in multiple places — the divine expectation that we
are to honor, respect and protect the widow, the orphan and
the wanderer (Exodus 22: 21-24; Zechariah 7:9-10; Deuteronomy
10:18; Matthew 25: 31-40 and many more). The injunction is
tied with a blessing — do this, and you will be at peace, you
will remember who you are “for you were once sojourners and
wanderers yourselves.”
Seen under this light, then, the children on the border are
not a curse. To the contrary, in a time of national divisiveness
and confusion, they offer us the opportunity for a blessing — to
be reminded, at heart, who we are. The many injunctions in the
Bible about caring for refugees are matched by an equal number of observations about the hard-heartedness of God’s people.
We are at a crossroads and only time will tell if the people of
our nation will harden our hearts or accept this blessing.
For those of us living alongside this border, however, angels
are streaming into our midst, fleeing for their lives, and asking
us to share a bit of our lives with them. This is, for us, a blessed
time, an extraordinary opportunity.
Seifert’s original post can be found at http://alongsideaborder.
wordpress.com.

CPOA to deliberate proposed plan
for sewer plant improvements

defying gravity

Cortney Linnecke
Staff Writer

The Chautauqua Property Owners Association will
hold a general meeting at 9
a.m. Saturday in the Hall of
Christ. The meeting will be
preceded by a CPOA open
forum at 8:30 a.m., and followed at 10 a.m. by a Chautauqua Institution Trustees
Open Forum, also in the
Hall of Christ.
There are several top-

amanda mainguy | Staff Photographer

At left, John Wee and Owen
Morse, the two-man team
behind The Passing Zone,
perform their act “Gravity
Attacks!” for Chautauquan
families in the Amphitheater
Thursday night. Above, Wee
and Morse incorporate an
audience member into their
performance. Their routine
included juggling worldrecord-breaking numbers of
pins, three chainsaws and
swords.

ics on the CPOA meeting
agenda, including wastewater management. The Chautauqua Utility District will
be holding a vote in August
to either approve or reject
CUD’s proposed plan for
sewer plant improvements,
which would mean an increase in property taxes.
Tom Cherry, supervisor
of CUD, will give a short
presentation at Saturday’s
meeting about the sewer
plant project and to answer

questions from the community.
“I want to give people as
much information as possible to allow them comfortable room to either vote
for or against the project,”
Cherry said.
Cherry said there will
also be a professional engineer from Nussbaumer
& Clarke in attendance to
answer any specific sewer
engineering questions the
public may have.

Page A4
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BUTMAN

“It’s a juggling act back
and forth between making sure we stay true to the
theme of the show and the
Chautauqua theme it connects to, and the repertoire
of the singers,” he said. “I
try to be as meticulous as
possible with everybody focused on their own details
as well as the good of the
entire show.”
Osgood acknowledges
that the tight rehearsal
window — the sole runthrough with all of the
performers in the Amphitheater begins at 2 p.m. Saturday and cannot run past
4:25 p.m. due to budgetary
reasons — makes things
more stressful than they
might otherwise be.
To Osgood, his job is to
ignore the ticking clock
and make the process feel
as streamlined as possible
throughout the frantic
preparations.
“If anyone feels nervous,
my task is to be the antidote
for them,” Osgood said.
“The responsibility to get
through everything in the
allotted time falls on me. If I
get behind, I’m cutting into
other pieces that need to be
addressed.”
While he feels both excited and stressed about
tonight’s proceedings, Osgood trusts that, in the end,
the CSO and the Institution’s opera students will be
putting on a show worthy
of all their efforts.
“Each piece is exciting in
its own way,” he said. “Nowhere else will you see the
combinations and order of
scores quite like ours.”

He disagrees.
“A real book offers something that you don’t get
anywhere else,” he said.
“The book is still seen as
the medium of greatest
authority. The length and
rigor of a book forces you,
the author, to think more
deeply about a topic than
do other mediums. Movies and television are more
narrative driven and suited
to telling stories. You don’t
get the depth of a book.”
Butman is founder of and
principal at Idea Platforms,
an idea and content development firm based in Cambridge, Massachusetts. He
and his team assist “idea entrepreneurs” through each
stage of the journey from
idea development to the
marketing and promotion of
a book.
According to Butman,
idea entrepreneurs are individuals who, driven by a
deeply felt idea, seek to use
it to influence what other
people think and how other
people behave in order to
propel change or improvement in the entrepreneur’s
field or sphere of expertise.
Many idea-driven content experts have engaged
with Butman in a thought
partnership.
“They’re around people
and colleagues who understand their ideas,” he said.
“When they go public they
encounter people who have
a different understanding.”
For authors, Butman’s
hands-on
approach
is
steadying.
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“I have noticed a lot of
fear,” he said. “It is a daunting thing to write a book,
go public, and have everyone shooting at it or talking
about it. The core idea is expressed very differently in
a book versus a talk versus
a video.”
According to Butman,
there is a common misperception that, if the process of
going public with an idea is
correctly engineered, the entrepreneur will be successful. As long as the tweets are
right and individual appears
on “The Colbert Report,”
change will occur.
Yet “everyone knows how
difficult it is to change people’s thinking and that it’s
even harder to change people’s behavior and actions,”
Butman said. “People think
it’s easier now than it used to
be, but it’s just as hard as it
was and maybe even harder
to take an idea and make
change.”
Butman’s test, he said, is
to take an idea and see if he
changes because of it.
“So I am always affected
by the people I work with,”
he said.
Within the United States,
Butman said, there is a huge
idea industry that is not
found in any other country.
This “ideaplex” in part comprises TED, Twitter, NPR,
YouTube, online learning
and idea festivals and forums.
“My argument is that it’s
a wonderful thing, but it also
affects how we think about
ideas,” he said.
Butman added that people often overestimate how
original their ideas are.
“Most times they aren’t

When it comes to
your own ideas, you
can’t take from
anyone else and
you have to be
skeptical.”
— JOHN BUTMAN
Author

new ideas but new expressions, details or areas,” he
said.
While Butman typically
deals with people working
on the world stage, he said
his methods apply to idea
entrepreneurs at all levels,
and he hopes that they can
also be helpful to people on
a personal level.
Breaking Out is Butman’s
vehicle for guiding idea entrepreneurs who are unable
to work directly with him.
“People can have more
success taking ideas out
there and more effect evaluating ideas and thinking about them,” he said.
“Where an idea sits and
what it’s adding to the world
is important.”
Butman urged people
who are considering taking
an idea public to “think of
how your own personal narrative intertwines with the
idea. People don’t respond
much to abstract ideas. Tie in
important moments of your
life or important moments of
revelation, when an idea was
revealed to you. Everyone
can do this. It doesn’t take

Weekend Edition, July 12 & 13, 2014

much. ‘Here’s why I care
about this and how I came
up with the idea.’ ”
Butman also recommended that idea entrepreneurs
find applications for their
idea.
“Say, ‘Here’s what this
means for you’ [the audience], or model the idea,” he
said.
One’s personal narrative
is not sufficient.
“You’ve got to have data
that links to your idea,” he
said. “People don’t accumulate enough material. There
needs to be a preponderance
of evidence, a lot of references and stories. Data and
metrics bring in different
thinking styles.”
Not just any data will do,
cautioned Butman.
“You really want to look
into it,” he said. “Metrics get
recycled and repurposed.”
Butman said he would
like people to think about
how they engage with
ideas.
“We’ve become really focused on data to the point
of metric madness,” he said.
“Data can be confusing.
How is it measured? Just because a study shows something doesn’t mean it shows
much. While there are a lot
of people with great motives, the ideaplex is filled
with people who are stealing or recycling ideas. Just
because someone has an
idea, doesn’t mean it’s true.
You really want to look into
people’s motives.”
Ultimately, Butman is a
proponent of self-reliance.
“When it comes to your
own ideas, you can’t take
from anyone else and you
have to be skeptical,” he said.
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One of those talents, Cree
Carrico, soprano, has returned this year to Chautauqua for her second year as an
Apprentice Artist, and will
be singing solo in the Amp
for her first time. After the
classics-focused repertoire
of last year’s event, Carrico
said that this year’s audience
should ready themselves for
a whole new kind of show.
“This time around, people
will probably be hearing music they’ve never heard before,” she said. “And [we’re]
possibly creating opera hits
of the future.”
Other than highlights
KREABLE YOUNG | Staff Photographer
from Giacomo Puccini’s Tu- 2014 Apprentice Artist Linda Barnett listens to a critique from guest
randot or Leonard Bernstein’s conductor Steven Osgood after an Opera Highlights rehearsal at
Candide, much of tonight’s the Jane A. Gross Opera Center Wednesday.
material steers away from
grand hits of the past, and which features a duet with the role of Garner directly
more so into the direction Carrico and baritone Benja- from the composer himself.
of the contemporary opera. min Bloomfield, premiered Bryce-Davis said that it’s the
Backed by the Chautauqua more than six decades after opera’s underlying historical
Symphony Orchestra, the John Steinbeck’s book. And message of a slave woman’s
singers with be spanning Richard Danielpour’s Mar- defiance that makes the first
more than a century of com- garet Garner, with Toni Mor- half of the show distinctly
position, from European ex- rison’s libretto, arrived in American, human.
oticism to Americana to Chi- 2005.
“It’s a story that shows
Carrico said recycling old that all of us have struggles,
nese melodies.
What makes the West tales through opera is well- and trouble maintaining digunique in tonight’s show, fit to her art form.
nity from those struggles,”
“It’s a pop culture thing,” she said. “It’s a very AmeriCarrico said, is that most the
compositions that belong to she said. “It’s making things can story.”
it are rather new. Soprano relevant to a different opera
From stage coaches and
Nicole Haslett will be sing- audience — what’s relevant dust bowls, audiences then
ing “The Silver Aria” from in the moment.”
fly to Italian Butterfly with
Raehann
Bryce-Davis, soprano Linda Brimer BarDouglas Moore’s The Ballad
of Baby Doe (which will be mezzo, who will be per- nett, to bass-baritone Brad
performed in full on July 25), forming the aria “A qual- Walker with Stephen Sondfirst shown in 1956. Ricky Ian ity love” from Danielpour’s
heim’s Pacific Overtures, tenor
Gordon’s The Grapes of Wrath, opera, got aspiration to sing
Jesse Darden for Chinese
princes in Franz Lehár’s Das
Land des Lächelns, and finally

machado
from page A1

Her sermon titles for the
week include: “Never Consent to Creep,” “The GodShaped Hole,” “When Seeing is Not Enough,” “An
Extravagant Hospitality,”
“And Still Rachel Weeps,”
and “You Are.”
In 2012, El Diario/La
Prensa in New York City
honored Machado with
its Destacadas Award,
which honors influential
Latinas who have made
great strides in business,
entertainment,
sports
and other fields. Other
recipients have included
Supreme Court Justice Sonia Sotomayor, journalist
Soledad O’Brien, author
Esmeralda Santiago and
Congresswoman Nydia M.
Velázquez.
She has served as vice
president for academic
affairs and dean at Lexington Theological Seminary in Kentucky, the first
woman and first Latina to
hold this position. Machado holds a Bachelor of
Arts from Brooklyn College, a Master of Social
Work from Hunter College School of Social Work,
Master of Divinity from
Union Theological Seminary and a Ph.D. from the
University of Chicago. She
is an ordained minister of
the Disciples of Christ and
has served congregations
in New York City, Houston
and Fort Worth.
This will be her third
visit to Chautauqua, having served as Chaplain in
2008 and 2013.
“meet somewhere in Paris”
with Carrico’s rendition of
Bernstein’s “Glitter and be
gay.” Tan Dun’s Marco Polo,
which Rausch describes as
“one of the most unusual”
selections on the bill, is also
unique, as it’s the only piece
to have been written by an
Eastern composer.
Osgood, who worked directly with Dun on his composition, found initial difficulty in his work because
of his primarily Western understanding of music direction. Conducting the “Sea”
quartet tonight, featuring
mezzo-soprano Kate Farrar
and tenor Andrew Lunsford,
Osgood said he feels that
Dun’s Chinese tonalities and
operatic motifs coalesce nicely with the Western-focused
works before it.
“[Marco Polo] represents a
fusion of these two things,”
he said. “It’s extremely
unique and, to me, very appropriate for its time.”
What also makes such a
“highlights”
performance
appropriate, said Carrico
and Bryce-Davis, is its quick
pace, the à la carte format of
moving from duet to aria,
Puccini to Copland. Carrico
said that it’s ideal for “shorter attention” spans and opera novices alike. She shared
the same advice one would
give to an observer of New
York weather.
“If you don’t like it, wait
five minutes,” she said.
The performers Saturday
will all be unaccompanied
by set and without costume.
Instead of silk kimonos
or Victorian dress, Carico,
Bryce-Davis and the seven
other Apprentice Artists will
be the focus and stars of the
show, with the CSO on the
stage with them. Leaving
character roles behind, Carrico said, remains a certain
virtue. An intimidating one
at that.
“It’s almost the only time
we just get to be ourselves on
stage,” she said. “It’s different than performing just in
character: You are yourself.
You are up there standing in
your own clothes. There’s no
costume to hide anything.”
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In Week Four, Chautauqua examines
citizenship, using Egypt as case study
From the President
Column by Thomas M. becker

A

lmost two years ago, we began our discussions
with Colonial Williamsburg about an ongoing
series on the subject of emerging democracies.
We felt that our two organizations could combine our resources to build a long-term public dialogue
about the challenges to the emergence of democratic
societies in our time.
We recognize that democracy is less an outcome than
an ongoing, evolving practice. Thus, the specific partnership with Colonial Williamsburg allows us to bring to
these conversations expertise and scholarship regarding
the founding of the United States and thereby consider
the lessons that inform our own evolution that might apply to other emerging democracies.
We decided to begin this series with Egypt. At the
time we formulated the idea, Egypt had created a new
constitution and was being governed by an elected
leader, Mohamed Morsi. The Freedom and Justice Party,
emerging from the Muslim Brotherhood, had realized
political leadership though the electoral process.
In April 2013, Colonial Williamsburg hosted a gathering of some 30 Egyptians, including members of the Freedom and Justice Party, members of opposition parties,
and others involved in public life in Egypt.
It was very clear by the end of those few days that
each of these different players in the political process was
tone deaf to the needs of the other. And their economy
was in a free fall.
By July, the military stepped in to suspend the constitution, oust Morsi, eliminate the Muslim Brotherhood
from the political process and assume absolute control of
the country.
Recently, Egypt held another “election” which installed Abdel Fattah el-Sisi, formerly the head of the
military, in office. So, here we are a year after the military
coup. The use of force to crackdown on dissent, even
criticism, is applied widely. Basic services such as power
and water are in better supply.
The economy remains in a perilous condition. Tourism, once the staple of the economy, is nearly non-existent. And journalism is under assault by the government.
A trial was just conducted resulting in the conviction of
three journalists from Al Jazeera for seeking the overthrow of the government. Not a single piece of evidence
was presented during the trial. A chilling atmosphere
exists for anyone in the journalism profession.
During this week we will both look back at the
sometimes-chaotic development of our own democracy
— the players, ideas, events — and examine the current
and prospective conditions in Egypt. Can this ancient
civilization find a way to self-govern?
Thanks to the fierce tenacity of Sherra Babcock, vice
president and Emily and Richard Smucker Chair for
Education and Youth Services; the confident advocacy
of Jon Alterman, Thursday morning’s platform speaker
from the Center for Strategic and international Studies;
and the generous financial backing of the Rockefeller
Brothers Fund, we will host guests from Egypt during
the week. Two of these guests will be on a panel with Jon
on Thursday morning. The balance will spend the week
as Chautauquans, attending the programming and engaging in informal conversations among themselves and
with other Chautauquans.
Colin Campbell, the president of Colonial Williamsburg, will open the week’s lecture series. He will engage Thomas Jefferson (he can do that sort of thing) in a
conversation about the ongoing obligations of building
democracy. And from that point, Colin will argue for the
much-needed sense of global citizenship.
Colin will retire from his role of president of Colonial
Williamsburg this October. He has led this important
American institution for the last 14 years. Before we
begin the Monday program we will honor Colin’s service
to Colonial Williamsburg and the nation by awarding
him the President’s Medal. I hope you will join us for this
recognition of lifelong commitment to the betterment of
civic life in this country and around the world.

Week Four of the 2014
Chautauqua Institution season kicks off on Saturday,
July 12, celebrating the weekly themes with lectures, art
and live performances.
The morning lectures,
themed “Emerging Citizenship: The Egyptian Experience,” will take place at 10:45
a.m. Monday to Friday in
the Amphitheater, while the
Interfaith Lecture Series, on
“The Role of a Citizen in a
Just Democracy,” follows at
2 p.m. in the Hall of Philosophy.
The morning lecture series, presented in partnership with Colonial Williamsburg, will take audiences
from the American revolutionaries in 1776 to presentday efforts across the globe
to achieve greater participation in government and a
more democratic society.
This week, Chautauqua
analyzes the citizen half of
the social compact. Using
Egypt as a case study, what
is the citizen’s responsibility
in a 21st-century democracy?
The Interfaith Lecture Series will feature prominent
religious voices and civic
activists, who will explore
the responsibilities of an enlightened citizenry.
Morning Lecture Series
Speakers
Colonial
Williamsburg
President Colin G. Campbell opens the week to share
his organization’s initiative
on the importance of global
citizenship on Monday. He
has served as president and
CEO of Colonial Williamsburg since 2000.
Pulitzer
Prize-winning
author and historian Gordon
S. Wood returns to Chautauqua Tuesday to explain the
messiness of the American
Revolution, and how it helps
inform our understanding
of modern revolutions such
as Egypt’s. Wood is Alva
O. Way University Professor and professor of history
emeritus at Brown University.
On Wednesday, Dalia

Mogahed, an EgyptianAmerican who leads a consulting firm specializing in
Muslim societies and the
Middle East, will share how
the demographics of modern
Egypt can provide insight
into its ongoing instability.
She is former executive director of and senior analyst
for the Gallup Center for
Muslim Studies.
Center for Strategic and
International Studies scholar
Jon B. Alterman will speak
candidly Thursday with
representatives of Egypt’s
major political factions on
their hopes and concerns for
the country’s future. Joining him on the Amp stage
will be Khaled Dawoud,
spokesman for the Constitution Party of Egypt, and
Nader Bakkar, co-founder of
the al-Nour Party of Egypt.
A group of other Egyptians
visiting the grounds in Week
Four will participate in informal conversations with
morning lecture speakers
at 12:30 p.m. Thursday and
Friday in the Ballroom of
the Literary Arts Center at
Alumni Hall.
On Friday, Nancy Youssef,
McClatchy Newspapers Middle East Bureau chief, will
offer remarks on the role of
journalists — particularly
citizen journalists — in the
Egyptian revolution.
Afternoon Interfaith Lecture
Series Speakers
Joan Chittister, OSB, is
one of the most articulate social analysts and influential
religious leaders of our age.
A much-sought after speaker, counselor, and clear voice
across all religions, for over
30 years she has been advocating for the critical questions impacting the global
community. A Benedictine
Sister of Erie, Pennsylvania,
Sister Joan is the author of
more than 50 books. She
serves as co-chair of the
Global Peace Initiative of
Women, a partner organization of the U.N., facilitating a
worldwide network of women peace builders.

WEEK
FOUR
Emerging
Citizenship: The
Egyptian Experience
Imam Abdul Malik Mujahid is an award-winning
author, and a producer with
a focus on contemporary interfaith, public policy and
Islam-West relations, who
has been selected three times
— in 2011, 2012, and 2013 —
as one the 500 most influential Muslims in the world.
A blogger at Huffington Post,
Mujahid has authored more
than 400 articles on Islamic
living and public policy.
The Rev. Dr. Delman
Coates has served as the
Senior Pastor of Mt. Ennon
Baptist Church in Clinton,
Maryland, for nine years,
during which time the congregation has grown to over
7,500 members. In October
2009, Outreach Magazine
named Mt. Ennon as one
of the 100 Fastest Growing
Congregations in the U.S.
Eric Liu is an author, educator, and civic entrepreneur.
He is the founder and CEO
of Citizen University, which
promotes and teaches the art
of great citizenship through
a portfolio of national program. His books include the
national best-sellers The Gardens of Democracy and The
True Patriot, both co-authored
with Nick Hanauer; The Accidental Asian, a New York Times
Notable Book; Guiding Lights,
the Official Book of National
Mentoring Month; Imagination First, co-authored with
Scott Noppe-Brandon of the
Lincoln Center Institute; and
his most recent, A Chinaman’s
Chance.
Herman Cain is a businessman who has served as
a civilian employee for the
Navy, a computer systems
analyst for Coca-Cola, vice

president to the Pillsbury
Company, regional vice president of Pillsbury’s Burger
King Division, president and
CEO of Godfather’s Pizza,
president of the National
Restaurant Association, and
chairman of the Board of
Directors of the Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City.
Evening Arts Performances
To enhance the cultural
experience, Chautauqua Institution will showcase various performing arts in the
evenings throughout the
week.
Live concerts taking place
in the Amphitheater include
the Music School Festival Orchestra at 8:15 p.m. Monday,
and “A Night in New Orleans” at 8:15 p.m. Wednesday.
Guests are also welcome
to enjoy the Chautauqua
Symphony Orchestra at 8:15
p.m. Tuesday, Thursday and
Saturday in the Amphitheater.
Week Four also features
the world premiere of Chautauqua Theater Company’s
The May Queen, a new play
by Molly Smith Metzler and
commissioned by Chautauqua. The production previews at 8 p.m. Friday and
runs through Sunday, July
27.
Special Programs
The Chautauqua Literary
and Scientific Circle selection for Week Four is Our
Declaration: A Reading of the
Declaration of Independence in
Defense of Equality, by Danielle Allen, a political philosopher and a professor of
social science at the Institute
for Advanced Study in Princeton, New Jersey.
Allen will be presenting
her book at 3:30 p.m. Thursday in the Hall of Philosophy
in the week’s CLSC Roundtable. Allen will also be leading an inter-generational
reading of the Declaration
of Independence at 3:30 p.m.
Friday in the Hall of Philosophy.

•
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Chautauqua Dance
Student Gala
Sunday, July 13, 2014
Amphitheater, 2:30 p.m.

Chautauqua Festival
and Workshop Dancers
Jean-Pierre Bonnefoux, Artistic Director
Maris Battaglia, Associate Artistic Director of the
School of Dance
Patricia McBride, Repetiteur
Glenda Lucena, Ballet Mistress
Go West! (Excerpts)
Choreography: Mark Diamond
Lewis and Clark Expedition
Music by Christian Woehr
“Missouri Nights”
Bianca Allanic*, Kristina Butler*, Samantha Griffin*, Sarah
Lapointe*, Kinsey Novak*, Gabriela Scheifer*, Elizabeth
Peck*, Caroline Atwell, Natalia Rawson, Mary Coon,
Rickey Flagg*, Josiah Savage*, Saxon Wood*, Max Azaro,
Noah Herron, Benjamin Kuefler,
Neeraj Ramachandran, Talbot Rue
Boys Will Be Boys
Choreography: Maris Battaglia
Music: J. Strauss II: Annen-Polka Op. 117
Colby Clark, Lleyton Ho, Jack Malamud, Trent “Win”
McCain, John Miller, Makani Yerg
Mendelssohn String Symphony No. 7
Choreography: David Morse
Music: Felix Mendelssohn
Caroline Atwell, Isabella Auerbach, Sofia Bianchi, Mary
Coon, Constance Doyle, Kristina Hadjipetkov, Rachel
Harrison, Lydia Herman, Nicola Kubzdela, Kali Olover,
Anna Peabody, Guilia Piscitelli, Natalia Rawson, Paige
Russell, Max Azaro, Noah Herron, Benjamin Kuefler,
Neeraj Ramachandran, Talbot Rue
Invictus
Choreography: Maris Battaglia
Music: The Vitamin String Quartet “Wild Horses”
reta Abbey, Logan Acker, Lydia Acker, Celeste Borman,
Brooke Conly, Lily-Frances Cosgrove, Amelia Dencker,
Katherina Finch, Emily Fretz, Isabelle Gaenzle, Olivia
Heigel, Julia Helmich, Erin McAvoy, Sydney Owens, Maria
Salerno, Chloe Smith, Veridy Treu, Barbara Vinson,
Abigail Wulkan
Raymonda Variations
Choreography: George Balanchine
Music: Alazander Glazunov
Staged: Patricia McBride
Waltz
Bianca Allanic*, Kristine Butler*, Samantha Griffin*, Sarah
Lapointe*, Kinsey Novak*, Elizabeth Peck*, Caroline
Atwell, Constance Doyle, Kristina Hadjipetkov, Rachel
Harrison, Nicola Kubzdela, Anna Peabody, Gabriela
Schiefer
Pas De Deux
Gabriela Schiefer*, Josiah Savage*
Variations
I. Elizabeth Peck*
II. Bianca Allanic*
III. Sarah Lapointe*
IV. Kinsey Novak*
V. Kristine Butler*
VI. Samantha Griffin*
VII. Josiah Savage*
VIII. Gabriele Schiefer*
Finale
Gabriela Schiefer*, Josiah Savage*
Bianca Allanic*, Kristine Butler*, Samantha Griffin*, Sarah
Lapointe*, Kinsey Novak*, Elizabeth Peck*, Caroline
Atwell, Constance Doyle, Kristina Hadjipetkov, Rachel
Harrison, Nicola Kubzdela, Anna Peabody
“Raymonda Variations” is presented by arrangement
with the George Balanchine Trust (SM) and provided in
accordance with the Balanchine Style and Technique,
with service standards provided by the Trust.
*Apprentice dancers
Production & Artistic Staff
Janice Wells, Managing Director
James Ogden II, Production Stage Manager
Joseph R. Walls, Lighting Designer
Makayla Santiago, Administrative Assistant
A. Christina Giannini, Costume Designer
Arlene Lyon, Wardrobe Mistress
Mary Jane Day, Paige Jones, Janice Lovercheck,
Katherine Zywczk, Wardrobe Assistants
Pianists: Kazuko Adachi, David Morse, Nataliya Pinelis
All Sunday 2:30 p.m. Amphitheater performances are
sponsored in part by a grant from
The Johnson Foundation of Jamestown, New York.

Dance gala to show
off student talent
Cortney Linnecke
Staff Writer

Chautauqua Dance’s student gala is like a buffet.
It serves up a little taste of
everything: a sweet smackerel of classical ballet, a fresh
morsel of new choreography
and a savory glimpse of student performers ranging all
across the skill spectrum of
dance.
This first of two student
galas — the second slated
for Aug. 9 — will be held at
2:30 p.m. Sunday in the Amphitheater. It will feature
a smorgasbord of performances intended to give the
audience a flavor of Chautauqua’s different students,
choreographers and dance
styles alike.
Go West! (Excerpts)
The afternoon’s recital
kicks off with excerpts from
Mark Diamond’s choreography for Go West! The complete Go West! production is
July 26 and is meant to examine the unbridled American
spirit and nation’s historic
hunger for adventure.
This weekend, Diamond
presents the first dance
section from the production, a piece called “Lewis
and Clark Expedition” that
will be danced to Christian
Woehr’s composition “Missouri Nights.”
“This piece is an abstract
depiction of Lewis and
Clark’s expedition across
America,” Diamond said.
The piece channels a sense
of expanding America’s horizons, a blending of the core
essence of pioneers and patriots. It utilizes the talents
of nine student dancers —
eight male and one female en
pointe — who will dance the
portrayal of Sacagawea.
“Boys Will Be Boys” and
“Invictus”
The youngest group to
be represented at this weekend’s student gala is the
Workshop II dancers, ranging in age from 11 to 14.
Sunday’s performance is
the only student gala that
workshop dancers have the
opportunity to dance in, as
the second gala is exclusive
to apprentice and festival
dancers.
Workshop students will
dance two pieces choreographed and directed by
Maris Battaglia, associate
artistic director of Chautauqua’s School of Dance. “Boys
Will Be Boys” is the afternoon’s second dance and
features the workshop’s six
male dancers. “Invictus” is
the second workshop dance
and, with 19 dancers, consists of a much larger group.

MATT BURKHARTT | Staff Photographer

Student dancers performing in a production of “Lewis and Clark Expedition” at 2:30 p.m. Sunday
pose in costume at Carnahan-Jackson Dance Studios.

The workshop students’
recital is an impressive feat,
at least according to Glenda
Lucena, the dance school’s
ballet mistress. At the time
of their performance on
Sunday, Workshop II students will have only been at
Chautauqua for one week.
This means that they had extremely limited turnaround
time to learn, practice and
produce their routines.
“That’s the way it is here
in Chautauqua,” Lucena
said, referring to the dancers’ frenzied schedules. “It’s
always like that. It’s basically
just one week until the students are on stage. Then after
that they have to get ready
for the next show, and then
the next. There’s no down
time, and they have to be
prepared for that.”
Mendelssohn String Symphony
No. 7
The gala’s third performance features original choreography by David Morse,
accompanied by Felix Mendelssohn’s String Symphony
No. 7. The piece spotlights
only festival students, mixing together 14 female dancers and five male dancers.

Morse said that the piece,
as performed on Sunday, will
only be snippets of a longer
dance to Mendelssohn’s symphony that he is still choreographing. Students will be
performing movements one
and four this weekend, and
at the second gala in August,
they will finish the piece by
performing movements two
and three.
“This piece is primarily
abstract, and it’s kind of a
study piece for the students,”
Morse said. “It’s an exercise
in using their lines properly
and using their legs quickly.”
Morse sees his time with
the students as an opportunity to help them develop into
their full potential. He said
he likes to challenge them,
as he does in this dance with
fast-tempo
choreography
and partner work.
Partnering is an obstacle
that not many of these young
dancers have tackled before,
but Morse said he exposes
them to challenges so they
can and grow and learn.
“The students are really
having to learn quickly,” he
said. “But that’s an important
skill to build as they’re working their way into professional dance careers — they’ve
got to be able to pick choreography up lightning fast.”
The students are not the
only ones pushing themselves, however. Morse said
working with student dancers — as opposed to with professionals — also stretches
and bends his choreography,
forcing him to have increased
flexibility as a teacher.
“It’s kind of a challenge
for me, too,” he said. “I’m always trying to push myself
choreographically, but then
I’m trying to find things that
suit the students. I want them
to look good. I have to find a
balance of something that I
know is pushing them, but
they also can still feel confident and organic doing.”
“Raymonda Variations”
The final performance of
the gala is a re-staging of
George Balanchine’s classical “Raymonda Variations.”
Three sections of the dance
are being staged by former Balanchine dancer and
repetiteur Patricia McBride:

the waltz, the pas de deux and
the finale. The ballet features
both apprentice and festival students, and according
to McBride, is intensely demanding of its dancers.
“Each variation has a challenge,” she said. “They’re not
easy, even for professionals.
There’s nothing more difficult than wearing tights and
a tutu: everything shows.
But I’m very proud of the
students, because they dance
it beautifully.”
McBride said that Balanchine originally choreographed “Raymonda Variations” in 1961 with the intent
to show off the soloists and
principal dancers of the New
York City Ballet. He meant
for it to be a dance that displayed dancers’ impressive
technique and lines, and he
expected his ballerinas to
have the skill set to perform
the intricate steps.
McBride expects no less
from her students. She said
she views the staging of
Balanchine variations as a
chance to pass along the classical tradition of ballet and to
drill good technique, musicality and speed into students.
For this dance in particular, she focused on the articulation of feet and lines, on
épaulement — a traditional,
slightly arched position of
the head and neck, and on
the port de bras — a graceful
carriage of the arms.
“We’re focused on a learning experience,” McBride
said of the way she conducts her rehearsals. “If you
want to be a professional
dancer, you need the experience of performing ballets
on stage and the reality of
what it’s like to be in a ballet
company.”
Although
preparation
for the gala has been anything but easy for the student dancers, McBride and
the other teachers feel that
it is ultimately a rewarding
and satisfying experience.
According to Morse, the students have risen to the challenges presented to them and
are ready to attack this weekend’s performance head-on.
“They’re going to go out
there and kill it on Sunday,”
Morse said. “That’s the plan,
anyway.”
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Getting the party started: Karslake Tourney tees off golf centennial
mike kasarda
Staff Writer

The excitement has been
building for weeks across
Lake Road on the grounds
of Chautauqua Golf Club,
but it’s time to get the party
started — officially.
The Golf Club will host its
34th Karslake Tournament,
the annual member-member
outing on the Lake Course,
at 1 p.m. Sunday.
To distinguish this year’s
event as part of the Golf Club’s
100th anniversary, its board
of governors plans to make
this tournament exceptional
from those of years past.
“The Karslake [Tournament] is always a fun day,”
said Jack Voelker, general
manager of the Golf Club.
“This year, the tournament

marks our official kickoff
to the 100th anniversary
celebration, so we’ll be doing some commemorative
events during the course of
the day.”
Prior to the shotgun start
at 1 p.m., the Golf Club will
hold a flag-raising ceremony,
featuring a new banner with
a centennial logo on a field of
green.
Members of the board of
governors will present a series of honorary plaques recognizing instrumental figures in the Golf Club’s first
50 years of development. A
silent auction, which runs
through the Golf Club’s
birthday party on Aug. 3,
will also begin on Sunday
with historic tee signs from
the Lake Course as prizes.
Historic displays with

Dear Editor:
Concerns about a speaker the Institution has chosen are
not new. People from time to time will object to a speaker
with whom they disagree or one who represents an organization they believe is unworthy of being on the Chautauqua
platform. The current discussion about an invited guest representing Scientology is such an example.
As Unitarian Universalists and Chautauquans we look
forward to hearing from people we would not ordinarily be
exposed to because we are interested in learning what they
think and why they think it. Chautauqua provides us with
the opportunity to move beyond our own comfort zone and
boundaries and engage the world as it is, with a wide range
of opinions, beliefs and traditions.
Diana Eck of the Pluralism Project at Harvard defines
pluralism as “the energetic engagement with diversity.” Our
engagement here at Chautauqua involves listening as well as
speaking and it is this process that according to Dr. Eck, “reveals both common understandings and real differences.” As
a matter of principle we are firmly committed to Dr. Eck’s defining challenge —that inviting everyone to the “table” does
not mean that all will agree, but we must each make a commitment to being at the table — with one’s commitments. If
we support discrimination against any group for what they
believe, we open the door for others to discriminate against
us as well. If we are unwilling to listen to other points of view,
we should not be surprised when others refuse to hear our
point of view. The very essence of Chautauqua, we believe, is
the vision of walking together to diminish the polarization
so prevalent in our society. We need to have direct encounter
with one another in order to perceive each other accurately.
While each of us breathe deeply our own traditions we ask
that we also listen deeply to others.
Unitarian Universalist Fellowship of Chautauqua
Board of Trustees
Dear Editor:
Have you noted the new drinking fountain just beside the
brick walk, kitty-corner to the libe? Cool, clear water!
The Trevi it ain’t, but then, you can’t drink out of the Trevi.
Or can you? Don’t know. Never been to Rome.
Any way, the spot is a gathering place for bicycles, as it
has been for many years. Many thanks to those riders/parkers who are thoughtful enough to allow access to the bubble.
On a hot day, a trip to the post office is a little more pleasant
when one can take a sip at the fountain.
So thanks again!
Bud Horne
49 Miller

Dear Editor:
Perhaps a friendly reminder about Chautauqua bike traffic
rules coming from the Daily, as opposed to the Security staff,
is in order.
Bicyclists have to obey the same traffic rules on the
grounds as vehicles. That means one-way streets only go one
way. Pedestrians are not on the lookout for a cyclist coming
from the opposite (wrong) direction.
And vehicles are likely to not be watching for errant cyclists, either.
And bicycles are not to be ridden on the Brick Walk. Never.
When in doubt, look for the traffic signs and the “no bicycles” visuals.
It helps all of us enjoy a safer summer!
Dick Oakley
7 Roberts, Garden Level

vintage photographs, clubs,
bags, balls and other golfing
gear will populate the premises. The board is also prepared to display celebratory
letters from notable Chautauquans.
“We have, in hand, letters
from Sandra Day O’Connor,
NFL commissioner Roger
Goodell and the Institution’s
president, Tom Becker,” said
Jack Connolly, president of
the board of governors.
Connolly, who is serving
in his third term and 12th
year as president, has presided over the Karslake Tournament as the event chairman
since its inception.
A family friend of the
Karslakes, he fondly remembers its namesake, Frank
Karslake.
“I always remember Frank

as a very, very avid golfer,”
Connolly said. “He used to
go out pulling his little trolley cart, and you could spot
him a mile away. He always
had this sort of bent-over
posture. He was quite a character.”
Karslake served the Golf
Club as president of the
board of governors for more
than 20 years. A longtime
Chautauquan, the memory
lives on through the sport
and the club that he loved.
“I grew up with Frank’s
sons,” Connolly said. “I call
them every year and invite
them to the tournament,
and they spread the word to
their family. We’ll have some
Karslakes on the scene on
Sunday.”
The Golf Club doesn’t
only expect a sizeable turn-

Letters to the Editor
Correspondence from our readers
Dear Editor:
Lori Humphreys’ sympathetic July 4 article about the impact that Alfreda Locke Irwin had at Chautauqua brings to
mind another longtime Chautauquan whose music we dearly miss: Wendy Brennan, who occupied a chair in the cello
section of the Chautauqua Symphony Orchestra for almost
30 years.
Wendy passed away last winter and will be missed by
all who remember her musical contributions and her bright
smile for she loved Chautauqua.
A native of Los Angeles, she got her start as a cellist in the
Peter Meremblum California Junior Symphony in the 1950s. Before she went to college, she attended and played in the student
orchestras of Bancroft Junior High and Hollywood High School.
At the time of her death she was a resident of Manhattan.
The CSO consists of dozens of individuals who contribute
a great deal to the enjoyment of all who attend their concerts.
Their lives —their musical legacies — and their passing
should not go unnoticed. We remember Wendy Brennan and
honor her musical legacy.
Ira Cooperman
PO Box 335

Bob Hopper
PO Box 4

Dear Editor:
In reference to the lecture in Week Two by Sister Simone
Campbell, I feel sure that the Institution cannot pay wages
commensurate with the service given by so many. If so, few
of us could afford to spend time here each year.
One group who offer immense impact to everyone are the
drivers of the buses and trams. I have seen them give such
extra and courteous care to many of their riders.
I for one, and I cannot believe I am alone, am an advocate
for posting gratuity canisters on the buses, so when one is able
they might give a gratuity thanks for this outstanding service.
There are “tip” canisters at food venues, so the precedent is
here! Certainly no one would, or should, fell compelled to
contribute.
These extra-special men and women deserve our thanks
in all ways, not just a heartfelt “thank you.”
Mary Ann Kemmerer
44 Ramble #7

» on the grounds

Boat Rentals
Sailboat rentals are available at the John R. Turney Sailing
Center (716-357-6392). Paddle boats, canoes, kayaks and a
rowboat are available to rent at the Sports Club (716-357-6281).

out from the Karslake family.
Nearly 50 two-member
teams will vie for monetary
prizes on Sunday.
“It’s just such a fun event
for the club and its members,” said Troy Moss, head
pro at the Golf Club. “Longtime members at the club
can get together with their
buddies and enjoy a day of
golf and history. There’s also
a beat-the-pro portion to the
tournament, so that should
be fun.”
Voelker shared the same
sentiments about the event.
“It’s such a great event,”
he said. “So often you find
members pairing up with
their usual golfing partners
and foursome friends. It’s a
handicap event, so it’s great
for low-handicappers and
high-handicappers, alike.”

As this landmark season
at the Golf Club and the
Institution gets further underway, excitement is undeniably building around
the staple Chautauquan
sport. With a number of
commemorative and competitive events to follow, the
Golf Club’s board of governors and professional staff
are enthusiastic about the
weeks to come.
“The Karslake [Tournament] is a good foundation
for the rest of the summer’s
activities,” Voelker said.
“Our goal has been and remains to bring the history of
the Golf Club to the broader
Chautauqua community. We
hope people will come watch
and get excited to help us celebrate this part of Chautauqua’s history.”

Dear Editor:
We Chautauquans are very fortunate to have a world-class
symphony perform during the summer season. The presence
of quality music, dance, theater, opera and intellectual programming provides a unique opportunity for all who embrace this experience.
This season, the Institution is tasked with hiring a new
principle conducter for the CSO. Each of the eight extraordinary conducters are here for one week as they audition for
the position.
After attending the June 30 concert, I wondered what
the first applicant, Marcelo Lehninger, was thinking as he
stepped onto the platform after intermission to see half the
crowd streaming to the exits. Is it the nature of our audiences
to leave the theater at intermission, walk out in the middle
of a ballet or exit a movie midstream? Do we not appreciate
the talent and dedication of the musicians who spends hours
each week perfecting a work of art for our enjoyment?
It was not until I attended a post-concert event — a night
when well over 1,000 Chautauquans chose to leave the Amphitheater at 9:30 p.m. rather than experience the pinnacle
of the visiting maestro and orchestra’s presentation of the
Strauss piece (better known to us as “2001: A Space Odyssey”) — did I realize the impact of the exodus. The CSO
musicians with whom I spoke expressed their sadness, disappointment and “demoralization” at their experience of sitting on stage while witnessing our collective insanity and
lack of gratitude.
Certainly, some of us must leave early because of age, illness or the fact that we brought youngsters to experience an
hour of classical music. But there is no excuse for the others.
(The race to the doors by some in the Symphony Patrons was
particularly unattractive.) Do we behave in this manner in
our hometowns? Doubtful.
Let’s appreciate what we have, and reject the urge to return
to our televisions or have an ice cream at 9:15 p.m. instead of
10 p.m. We should show our CSO and visiting maestros that
we value their hard work and our good fortune!
Michael Morley
2 South Lake Drive

On Instagram: @chqdaily
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Milestones
in memoriam

Berkopec in a photo taken for The Chautauquan Daily, 1993.

Edward Berkopec
Edward Berkopec, age
97, of Geneva, Ohio, passed
away July 1, 2014, in Clearwater, Florida. He was born Dec.
1, 1916 in Cleveland, Ohio. Ed
married Helene Grapatin in
Geneva on June 1, 1941.
Upon graduating Geneva
(Ohio) High School, Ed was
hired by the Cleveland Electric Illuminating company
for a few years. Then he became a World War II veteran,
serving in the U.S. Army in
Bobby Marloff
Robert “Bob” Marloff, 65,
of Slidell, Louisiana, passed
away Tuesday, Nov. 12, 2013,
due to complications
with cancer. Bob was
born in Pittsburgh,
and graduated from
Ohio University. He
is survived by his father, Robert Marloff
Sr.; his wife, Mary
Marloff; son Grayson
Marloff and his wife
Jessica F. Marloff;
Bob’s sister, Susan
Disbrow, and her husband
Wayne Disbrow; and sister
Marilyn Marloff and her husband John Luker. Bob was an
uncle to Luke Disbrow and
Elena and James Luker. He is
predeceased by his mother,
Gladys Marloff.
Bobby spent his summers
at Chautauqua Lake where
he attended Boys’ and Girls’
Yvonne Wightman
Yvonne Lemmler Wightman, 98, of Cary, North Carolina, formerly of Chautauqua,
died Thursday, June 26, 2014,
at the home of her
daughter and husband, Janet and Gary
Conner in Cary.
Yvonne was born
to Bert and Mabel
Watt Lemmler on
March 30, 1916, in
Buffalo, New York.
She spent her childhood in Angola, New
York, graduating from Angola High in 1933. She then took
a year’s course in the YWCA
School of Domestic Science
in Boston, before marrying
George Daniel Wightman of
Eden, New York in 1934.
Yvonne dedicated her life
to being a faithful and supportive wife, a caring mother
of four children, and a hospital hostess in the several communities in which George
pursued a successful career
in secondary school teaching
and administration.
Music
was
among
Yvonne’s many interests,
particularly piano and organ, which she played in several churches. She was a Girl
Scout leader and an elder in
the Presbyterian Church. Her
hobbies included sewing,
knitting, quilting and various other handicrafts.
Beginning in 1956, Yvonne
was employed in the office
at the Cattaraugus County
Home in Machias, New
York. In 1960 she and George
moved to Ripley, New York,
when George became the
supervising principal at Ripley Central School. With this
move, Yvonne began several
years of summer employment in the financial office at
the Chautauqua Institution.
When George retired as
superintendent of the Rip-

France. Returning to the CEI,
he retired 40 years later. Ed
and Helen owned the Geneva Greyhound bus station for
13 years.
Ed moved to Mayville
and, as a tennis lover, worked
on restoring and beautifying
the Chautauqua Institution’s
tennis courts with beautiful
landscaping and walkways.
He was an inventor, builder,
fisherman and horticulturist
who loved fishing Chautauqua Lake.
Club, and worked as a counselor and life guard. He had
a love of canoeing, astronomy
and space station flyovers,
which he would
share with anyone
who would join him.
In
1973,
Bob
moved to New Orleans and met his
wife while working
room service at the
Royal Sonesta Hotel.
His 40-year career
as a waiter continued through the following
restaurants: The Royal Sonesta Oyster Bar, Begue’s,
La Rochelle, Nature’s Way,
The Caribbean Room, Galatoire’s, Christian’s, and finally Clancy’s, where he retired
this year. Bob humored his
customers with jokes, and
will be greatly missed by his
family and friends.
ley Central School in 1967,
Yvonne and George purchased 13 Whitfield, where
they lived until 1981 when
they moved to the Wahmeda
community. During
these years, Yvonne
became active in the
Chautauqua community, including the
Chautauqua Literary
and Scientific Circle;
Women’s Club; Bird,
Tree & Garden Club;
and Hurlbut Methodist Church. She
worked for the Children’s
School and was a monitor for
Special Studies.
In 1997 Yvonne and
George became residents of
Oak Creek retirement village
in Burlington, North Carolina, while continuing to spend
summer in Wahmeda until
2003. Yvonne and George had
been married 71 years when
George died in 2005.
Those who knew Yvonne
will remember her fondly,
particularly for her hospitality, as she warmly welcomed
friends and new acquaintances into her home, year
after year.
Yvonne is survived by
her four children, Lawrence
(Linda) of Ft. Myers, Florida;
Daniel (Kyoko) of Colton,
Oregon; Lynn (Beverly) of
Mayville, New York; and
Janet (Gary) of Cary, North
Carolina, along with her 13
grandchildren and 25 greatgrandchildren.
Memorial services were
held at Peace Presbyterian
Church in Cary on July 5..
Graveside services will be
held at 11 a.m. Aug. 23 in
Evergreen Cemetery, East
Church Street, Eden New
York. Memorials may be
made to Hurlbut Memorial
Community United Methodist Church, P.O. Box 33,
Chautauqua, NY 14722.
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Gonzales reveals history of surveillance, Guantanamo
Allison Levitsky
Staff Writer

Ten days after the Sept.
11 attacks, Sandra Day
O’Connor, at the time a Supreme Court Justice, spoke
at Duquesne University
School of Law. Constitutional law scholar Ken Gormley
recalled part of O’Connor’s
speech that he “couldn’t
shake out of [his] mind.”
“Our nation and our laws
will never be the same,”
Gormley said, roughly quoting O’Connor in the Amphitheater on Friday. “We’ll
have to wait to see how it
plays out, but we’ll never
return to the world that we
had before Sept. 11.”
Gormley was in conversation with Alberto Gonzales,
who was serving as White
House counsel on 9/11. Gonzales recalled his own memory of the attacks and their
aftermath.
“We knew fundamentally
that things were different,” he
said, but added that “nobody
was scared. We had a job. Our
job was to protect you.”
In doing that job, the executive branch launched
programs that have caused
controversy in the nearly 13
years since the Sept. 11 attacks. Surveillance programs
by the National Security
Agency, use of drone warfare
in the Middle East and torture of prisoners at facilities
like the Guantanamo Bay detention camp have evidenced
a more powerful executive
branch since 9/11. Gormley,
the dean of the law school
and a professor of constitutional law at Duquesne University, questioned Gonzales
about his actions and observations as White House counsel and U.S. attorney general
during President George W.
Bush’s administration. Their
conversation was the fifth
installment in this week’s
morning lecture theme, “The
Ethics of Privacy.”
Gonzales was previously
a justice of the Texas Supreme Court and the Secretary of State of Texas when
Bush was governor. He coauthored the book A Conservative and Compassionate Approach to Immigration Reform:
Perspectives from a Former US
Attorney General, which will
be published in November.
Gormley is the author of
two Chautauqua Literary
and Scientific Circle selections, 1997’s Archibald Cox:
Conscience of a Nation, and
2010’s The Death of American
Virtue: Clinton vs. Starr. He
has testified in the U.S. Senate three times, and has previously served as president
of the Allegheny County Bar
Association and mayor of
Forest Hills, Pennsylvania.
Gonzales recalled the first
time Bush was made aware
of the potential to expand
NSA surveillance, the weekend after Sept. 11.
“The whole national security team met at Camp David,” he said. “The president
asked, what do we need to
do to protect America? What
capabilities do we have that
are not being exercised?” At
that point, Gonzales said,
then-U.S. attorney aeneral

John Ashcroft and the Department of Justice began
work on what became the
USA Patriot Act. At the same
time, NSA surveillance programs were expanded. In
October 2001, Gonzales said,
Bush authorized “certain collection activities” that had
been approved by Ashcroft.
“Winning a war against
an enemy like al-Qaida required winning the war of
information,” Gonzales said.
“Getting as much information as we could — within
the limits of the Constitution
— that was our charge by
President Bush.”
Gormley pointed out that
Bush, “From the first day,
viewed this as a war, not just
as an isolated criminal act.”
“No question about it,”
Gonzales said. “It was clear
we were going to pull all levers of American power, not
just our law enforcement. We
would use our military. We
would use our intelligence.
We would use our economic might to respond to this
threat.”
In December 2005, 10
months after Gonzales became U.S. attorney general,
The New York Times printed
a story revealing the NSA’s
secret wiretapping program
after a year of holding the
story at the Bush administration’s request.
“I was in two meetings
with the executive editor of
the Times — one in Condi
Rice’s office, one over at the
Department of Justice — explaining what we were doing and why it was lawful,”
he said, recalling being questioned with then-deputy attorney general James Comey
by Bill Keller, who served as
executive editor of the Times
from 2003 to 2011. “The last
question he asked me: ‘Do
you have any trouble sleeping at night?’ And we both
assured him, ‘We do not. We
feel very comfortable in the
advice that we’re giving.’”
The day after the story
ran, Gonzales said, Bush
gave a radio address to “reassure the American people
that we didn’t have a rogue
agency here doing crazy
things, that this activity had
been authorized by the president, had been reviewed
by the attorney general and
blessed as lawful.
“He wanted to reassure
everyone that we were abiding by the Constitution.”
Gonzales
“personally,
strongly defended the secret
NSA surveillance program,”
Gormley said, citing Gonzales’ rationale that it was “vital to the national defense,”
and that “the president had
inherent authority as commander-in-chief to deal with
our enemies in this fashion.”
Gormley testified in the
Senate in early 2006 in the judiciary committee hearings
to determine if Bush had
exceeded his constitutional
authority. Gormley took the
position that Bush had, citing the Foreign Intelligence
Surveillance Act of 1978,
which set up a special court
to deal with government surveillance programs.
“In my view, the Bush ad-

RACHAEL LE GOUBiN | Staff Photographer

Former U.S. attorney general Alberto Gonzales speaks with Ken Gormley, dean of the Duquesne
University School of Law, about the government’s involvement in civilian privacy since 9/11 at the
morning lecture program Friday in the Amphitheater.

ministration had circumvented that,” Gormley said. “Secondly, this secret surveillance
not only had excluded Congress, but had left the courts
out of the picture, too.”
Gonzales cited a FISA provision that by extension, he
argued, applied to the NSA
program because it was enacted “during a time of war.”
“Just months after the
president authorized this
program, we notified the
chair and the ranking members, both Republican and
Democrats, of the intel committees in the House, intel
committees in the Senate,
exactly of what we were doing,” Gonzales said. “They
were fine with it.” Six months
after the authorization, he
said, they also notified the
chief judge of the FISA court.
The Obama administration
has continued the “aggressive” surveillance program,
Gormley said, including Verizon phone record metadata,
which includes phone numbers called and lengths of
phone conversations.
“The collection of the
metadata is very important
to the government, in terms
of piecing together strands
of information that may lead
them to a particular plot,”
Gonzales said. “I believe the
government should utilize all
of its technologies that it can,
to gather up information, so
long as it does so within the
limits of the Constitution,
and so long as there is appropriate oversight by the courts
and by the Congress.”
Gonzales said that he is

not surprised that Obama
has continued the surveillance program. “President
Obama has now been educated about how effective
these methods are, and he’s
been informed by his lawyers, ‘Yes, this can be done in
a way that’s consistent with
the Constitution.’”
Last weekend, The Washington Post printed a story
on an additional cache of
NSA data leaked by Edward
Snowden, which revealed
that much more than skeletal
metadata had been collected
on average Americans, including intimate sexual and
mental health-related content
as well as personal photos.
“Normally, you would
require some kind of warrant,” Gonzales said. “It may
be that, with respect to some
of this information, there
was a FISA warrant that
was issued, and they had
the authority from an Article III judge. Always, when
you’re talking about massive
amounts of collection, there
will be incidental information that is collected.”
The Post reported that,
amid all of the data, there
was some information about
terrorist activity, Gormley
said. The two agreed, however, that such content collection calls for a warrant.
“There could be exigent
circumstances which would

force the government to try
to get the information as
quickly as possible,” Gonzales said. “They may not have
time to get a FISA warrant.”
Gormley then turned his
attention to the Guantanamo
Bay detention center; in particular, several pertinent Supreme Court cases including
Hamdi v. Rumsfeld, in which
the Court decided in 2004 to
recognize the power of the
government to detain enemy
combatants — including U.S.
citizens — but ruled that
American detainees must
have due process rights, and
be able to challenge their enemy combatant status. Yaser
Esam Hamdi was a U.S.
citizen who was detained
at Guantanamo until being
transferred to a Naval prison
brig in Norfolk, Virginia.
“Guantanamo was not
created to house American
citizens,” Gonzales said. “It
was intended to hold alien
enemy combatants.”
In general, Guantanamo
has proved a sticky issue in
both the Bush and Obama
presidencies.
“President Bush had no interest in keeping Guantanamo open. He wanted it closed,
but we couldn’t present him a
viable alternative. And now
President Obama has found
himself in the same situation,” Gonzales said.
On the subject of torture,

Gormley asked Gonzales
about his memo to President
Bush that suggested that Article 3 of the Geneva Convention might be outdated and
not applicable to the Taliban
and al-Qaida on the grounds
that they were terrorists, not
a government.
“Looking back on it today,” Gormley asked, “Do
you think it was a mistake
for the Bush administration
to take this expansive view
of presidential power?”
“No,” Gonzales said. “I
said that parts of Geneva
were quaint. Certainly with
respect to dealing with terrorists. Such as providing
scientific equipment, providing commissary privileges,
providing a monthly allowance. I felt that those are outdated, those are quaint.”
Gormley asked Gonzales
whether torturing suspected
terrorists had proven effective.
“Do you think these enhanced interrogation techniques yielded any success?”
he said. “Did we capture any
terrorists because of this?”
“We’ve had the directors
of the CIA, NSA, and the
FBI testify under oath that
they did,” Gonzales said. “I
defer to the experts on this.
And obviously, their effectiveness is important in the
legal analysis as to whether
or not these techniques were
constitutional, were lawful.”
With respect to missteps
made by the Bush administration, Gormley said, “We
know that times of crisis are
when we often make mistakes, because we’re afraid.”
Gormley later asked what
Gonzales would do differently in Washington.
While he alluded to “specific tactics” that he would
have recommended differently to Bush, Gonzales said,
“We had to deal with probably the most difficult issues
you could possibly think of,”
he said. “We did the very best
we could to protect you.”

The Q-and-A is posted with
this story at chqdaily.com.
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It takes two: Piano Program chairs take the stage
ZAINAB KANDEH
Staff Writer

John Milbauer and Nicola
“Nikki” Melville’s careers
have taken them around
the globe. Their work placed
them in front of classrooms,
in recording studios, and to
places they said they never
could have imagined.
But first they came to
Chautauqua, and in turn, to
each other.
Now, 25 years later, the
friends are as close as a
brother and sister, exchanging barbs and affections
and going note-to-note with
a new mission: to help the
students that now walk the
grounds, just as they once
did.
“I think coming to Chautauqua shifted both of our
lives,” Melville said. “Your
life is influenced by people in
the end and I think for both
of us Chautauqua was the
meeting place for all of that.”
Milbauer and Melville
met in Chautauqua in 1989;
Milbauer had just finished
his first year at Harvard, and
Melville had traveled halfway across the world from
her home in New Zealand.
Now, the two are Piano
Program chairs, and at 4
p.m. Saturday in Elizabeth S.

RACHAEL LE GOUBIN | Staff Photographer

Nicola “Nikki” Melville and John Milbauer first met at Chautauqua in 1989. Now the friends are Piano
Program chairs and will be perform in a faculty recital 4 p.m. Saturday in Elizabeth S. Lenna Hall.

Lenna Hall, they will showcase their talents in the place
where it all began for them.
“Chance occurrences have
such a huge influence on
your life and that’s the case
for us,” Milbauer said. “If
Nikki hadn’t dropped in to
Chautauqua for a summer
program in 1989 she prob-

ably wouldn’t be living in the
States right now and I don’t
know if I would be doing
music even. There’s so many
things that go into a career of
making music but the people
you encounter along the way
and if you encounter the
right people at the right time
serendipity is the outcome.”

Milbauer and Melville
both attribute Chautauqua to
having a major influence on
their lives professionally as
well as personally.
“Sometimes I think of this
parallel life where I would
have gone to Europe and
studied in Hungary and
what that would have meant

NFMC celebrates 70 years at Chautauqua
ZAINAB KANDEH
Staff Writer

A gold-plated Miller Bell
Tower pendant hanging
from her neck, Ruth Ann
McChesney recalled her
favorite moments at Chautauqua. From cabin stays
to boat rides with her family and concerts to church
services, for more than 70
years, Chautauqua has always had a special place in
McChesney’s heart.
McChesney, the membership and education chair of
the National Federation of
Music Clubs, is especially excited to combine her love of
music and Chautauqua during this weekend’s Federation Days. On Saturday and
Sunday, the NFMC will celebrate their 70th annual Federation Days with two days
full of music.
“What a joy to still be using music in my life since I

was a little girl,” McChesney
said. “It’s been a big part of
my life as has Chautauqua.
Knowing that we are helping young musicians to further their education and to
continue in their musical
endeavors is encouraging to
those of us who have been in
the business for many years.
It’s also encouraging to see
all ages assisted in this goal
of making music a big part of
their lives.”
At 2 p.m. Saturday in
McKnight Hall, 13 musicians
from the School of Music —
all recipients of NFMC scholarships — will be giving a
recital.
Representing
every
program of the School of
Music, Yuta Takano, Zachary Stump, Lindsay Mecher, Brant Blackard, Adam
Rothenberg, Alvin Zhu,
Anna Dugan, Caitlin Gotimer, Lilla Heinrich-Szász, Rachel Howsmon, Davis King,

where you get to exSamuel Levine and
Tyler Zimmerman
perience all the difwill take to the
ferent student that
stage to showcase
are benefitting from
their talents.
this scholarship is a
Founded in 1898,
wonderful thing,”
the NFMC is the
she said.
world’s largest philAt 5 p.m. Sunday
anthropic music orin Elizabeth S. Lenganization with a GARDNER
na Hall, NFMC’s
focus on American
2013 Young Artist
music and musicians. With baritone winner Mark Gardmore than 135,000 members ner will perform. A two-year
and active participation in 43 contract and $15,000 are
states, the NFMC dedicates the prizes for winning the
itself to not only fostering a NFMC competition. Gardlove for music in youth, but ner has an extensive reperalso maintaining and nurtoire and has been featured
turing an affinity for music
in the title role in Mozart’s
throughout all ages.
Don Giovanni (Opera KitchBack for her third season
ener), Marcello in Puccini’s
in Chautauqua, recent Columbia University graduate La bohème (Opera York),
Anna Dugan said that the Sharpless in Madam Butterfly
variety of Saturday’s recital (Opera Kitchener) and many
more, including appearances
will please the audience.
“It’s an amalgamation of throughout Europe.
McChesney said Gardner
a lot of different performers
and getting to have a concert is “quite the showman” and
will be giving a performance
audiences do not want to
miss.
With two days filled
with exceptional music,
McChesney said that this
weekend’s events are sure to
unite audiences and musicians.
“Chautauquans will get to
hear a total variety of instrumental as well as vocal music and these are top notch
music school students,”
McChesney said. “They’re
all marvelous musicians and
what a thrill to see them and
to be a part of their lives and
get to hear them.”

for what I ended up doing,”
Melville said. “It certainly
was a life-changing decision
to come here.”
This weekend’s faculty recital will be an afternoon of
variety — audiences can look
forward to crowd favorites,
rare gems and a flash of jazz,
as well as the opportunity to
see the friends play together.
Saturday’s concert will
begin with Milbauer playing
selections by Brahms. Melville will follow with a Jazz
Sonata by living composer
Christopher Norton and selections by Debussy. Finally,
the duo will come together
to play Brahms Sonata in F
Minor for Two Pianos. Milbauer, a Steinway artist, and
Melville, an accomplished recording artist known to play
with a splash of color and
impeccable tone and nuance,
are excited to share their new
projects at their old stomping
ground.
“The Norton piece is current and what I’m doing right
now,” Melville said. “This
is a chance to air it out and
share it with an audience. It’s
a very appealing piece and I
think Chautauqua audiences
have a very broad diverse
love of music. It’s nice that
they can love Bach and all of
the very traditional stuff but

also the sort of more popular
influence.”
The fastest way to get to
know a musician, Milbauer
said, is to hear them play.
“You will hear who that
person is through their playing,” he said. “It’s gorgeous
music and music that is not
heard very often. It is also
the opportunity to get to
know us better.”
Milbauer and Melville’s
dedication and appreciation of Chautauqua is most
illustrated in their instructing of students. One lesson
that Milbauer and Melville
learned from Chautauqua,
and one they hope to impart to their students, is that
music, raw and in its purest
form, is the real gift.
“You want students to
see that music is a wonderful gift,” Milbauer said “The
ability to appreciate music
is a wonderful gift as a musician and as an audience
member. Music is the only
reward you can count on as
a music student or as a musician. You can’t count fame or
on financial gain. You have
to love the music first and
that’s the most important.”
Proceeds from today’s event
will benefit the Chautauqua
Women’s Club Scholarship
Fund.

SWITALA WINS SAI COMPETITION

AMANDA MAINGUY | Staff Photographer

After a teacher selection, preliminary and final round — which
included competing against a sibling — Alexandra Switala
discovered Thursday that she had won the 2014 Sigma Alpha
Iota competition for instrumentalists.
Competition was tough yet friendly as Switala faced off against
her brother, violist Robert Switala, and her friend, violinist Adé
Williams.
Switala and her violin won $1,000 and the opportunity to
perform with the Music School Festival Orchestra next season.
“It’s not often that a camp has a competition devoted to the
instrumentalist, so this is a great opportunity to get a concerto
under your belt and go out there,” Switala said.

» on the grounds

SCANNING AT THE AMPHITHEATER
Gate passes and single tickets are scanned at the
Amphitheater for morning worship, morning lectures and
evening performances.
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In 1935, the Chautauqua Women’s Club assembled in the White House for an invitational reception hosted by Eleanor Roosevelt.

Women’s Club to celebrate major anniversary with ‘something for everyone’
DEBORAH TREFTS
Staff Writer

W

omen have been influencing Chautauqua Institution’s
development since it was
founded in 1874.
By 1882, they were convening every
morning to study and confer on topics
of shared interest. Seven years later, the
Woman’s Club was established and presided over by its first president, Northwestern University professor and administrator
Emily Huntington Miller.
From 1 to 5 p.m. Sunday at its Club
House, the CWC and its 26th president,
Nancy Griffin Shadd, will hold its 125th
Anniversary Celebration and Fair.
Outdoor fun, games and music begin at
1:30 p.m. There will be juggling, face painting and craft projects, as well as cupcakes
and lemonade.
Tours of the newly renovated Women’s
Club house, which was originally dedicated on July 3, 1929, and is listed in the National Register of Historic Places, will run
throughout the afternoon. At 4:30 p.m., a
special celebration will be held indoors for
the Women’s Club’s eldest member, Mary
Jane Shank, in honor of her 100th birthday
on July 15.
The Women’s Club’s first video will
play continuously. Thanks to the Brown/
Griffin Family Fund, the seven-minute historical and contemporary film will bring
celebrants up to date with the CWC’s first
125 years. In part, it shows the importance
of the Women’s Club and Anna J. H. Pennybacker, who served as its president from
1917 to 1937, to the Institution’s survival
during the Great Depression.
The film, “And the Beat Goes On,” will
be accessible via the CWC’s website. It will
also be shown on July 29 at the Hall of
Christ as part of the Chautauqua Archives’
2014 Heritage Lecture Series. The program
for Week Six will include a reenactment of
the 1892 suffrage debate at Chautauqua,
during which reference was made to the
CWC.
Barbara Vackar discovered the need for
a CWC video during her six-year term as
president.
“It was hard to explain the influence of
the Women’s Club,” she said. “Many people have no idea of all the things we are

for the Museum by Abigail Riggs.
“Susan B. Anthony felt strongly that
women should have access to money and
specifically used the term ‘purse with a
purpose,’ ” she said.
All proceeds from the silent auction and
other special CWC events are to be used
for the Women’s Club’s student scholarships, its programs and the CWC facility.
Organized for charitable and educational
purposes, the Women’s Club’s mission is
to provide a venue and opportunities for
enhancing fellowship, a wide range of programs that advance social, educational and
service goals, and scholarships for students
in Chautauqua Institution’s schools of fine
and performing arts.
Under the leadership of its Scholarship
Vice Chair Judy Oliver, the Women’s Club
has raised $86,000 and awarded 56 scholarships for the 2014 season. Music School
Festival Orchestra members have received
eight. The remaining 48 were awarded to
instrumentalists (brass, strings, piano and
woodwind), and students in the dance,
theater, visual arts and voice programs.
A national organization with members
AMANDA MAINGUY | Staff Photographer from all across the world, the Women’s
At top, Barbara Vackar, 23rd president of Chautauqua Women’s Club, and Nancy Griffin Shadd, Club is dedicated to enriching the lives of
26th and current president. Above, students of Chautauqua’s Schools of Fine and Performing Arts its members and the Chautauqua commuwho have received Women’s Club scholarships mingle with members at their annual dinner.
nity. This summer, it is sponsoring more
than 200 events and activities, including
doing and have no idea of the shoulders of we had a smaller silent auction instead and four season-long lecture series.
this year we expanded on it for the 125th
giants we are standing on.”
The Contemporary Issues Forum brings
With assistance from Chautauqua ar- anniversary. There will be something for authors and pundits to the Hall of Philosochivist Jon Schmitz, Vackar conducted the everybody at Sunday’s silent auction and a phy on Saturday afternoons.
research last summer. She said she told great opportunity to find a bargain or hidThe Contemporary Issues Dialogue
photographer Torrey Johnson what to film, den treasure.”
enables Chautauquans to converse each
In keeping with the CWC’s anniversary Wednesday afternoon at the Women’s Club
Betsy P. Martin wrote the script, Barbara
Miller narrated the video, and Johnson ed- year, 125 items will be auctioned. They in- House with one of the week’s morning
ited it. Unable to complete it by the end of clude artwork, antique furniture, baskets Amphitheater speakers.
the 2013 season, Vackar, Martin and Miller filled with items, boating opportunities,
As part of the Chautauqua Speaks se— each of whom resides in Austin during children’s items and Trek bicycles, china, ries, notable Chautauquans inform the
the off-season — went to a recording stu- dinners, decorative accessories, jewelry, la- community about their various areas of
dies accessories and a mink jacket.
dio there and finished it Oct. 1.
expertise on Thursday mornings.
The watercolor that Rita Argen AuerThis summer, Vackar brought much of
On Monday afternoons, the Chautauthe material she used for the video to Smith bach created in the Women’s Club house qua Professional Women’s Network hosts
Memorial Library for a season-long exhibit during her Chautauqua Speaks painting a sample of speakers — mostly women —
on the Women’s Club. It is on display on demonstration on July 10 will be one of the from a wide range of disciplines and prospecial items available, as well a painting fessions to discuss their career paths and
the library’s second floor.
Another highlight of the 125th anniver- by a descendant of Lewis Miller.
share their expertise.
Shadd, a former trustee of the National
sary celebration will be a Silent Auction or“The Women’s Club’s 125th anniverSusan B. Anthony Museum and House in sary celebration and fair is wide-open to
ganized by Gail Gamble.
“In past years we had a giant annual Rochester, New York, has donated a lim- all,” Shadd said. “This is not an exclusive,
flea market, which just became too diffi- ited edition Susan B. Anthony alligator members-only event. There’s something
cult to manage,” Gamble said. “Last year, “Purse with a Purpose” that was designed for everyone.”

Tracing history: From Woman’s Club to a Women’s Club

F

orming a Woman’s Club was not unique to
Chautauqua. In the last two decades of the 19th
century, these clubs were being created across the
country. What was unique was how the Woman’s
Club, like the Boys’ and Girls’ Clubs and the Bird and
Tree Club, developed and became part of the general
fabric of the Chautauqua community.
The Chautauqua Woman’s Club, for example, was not
merely a social club, made up of selected members who
stood outside and in judgment of the world at large. It was
open to all in the community, to all women (and, for that
matter, to all men). Its purpose was to serve the whole
community by providing education on matters essential to
good living and better citizenship. Topics were announced
ahead of time so that members could read up and come
prepared to ask intelligent questions and engage in fruitful discussion. The goal was not consensus, but enlightenment and orientation. As John Vincent told them, “It is a
bad organization in which all members agree.”
One of the first topics to be addressed was “the home,”
but these talks were not the typical talks on being a good
homemaker. Instead, these provided practical instruction
on house design and improvement. For example, Dr. Eliza
Mosher spoke on sanitation concerns, as well as health
issues relating to various heating systems. Later, in that
season, the club addressed the topic of women as wage
earners, discussing the difficulties faced by single mothers and other women who were forced to work at very
hard jobs for very little pay. The need to be aware of these
broader social issues affecting women was impressed on
the club’s audiences, and all were reminded to be sensitive
to these problems within their own home communities.
The gathering of women from various communities
was another unique aspect of the Chautauqua Woman’s
Club — it was seasonal. It brought together women who
very often belonged to their own clubs back home. In
this way it served as something of a clearing house for a
growing involvement of women and women’s groups in
social and political issues, and provided a direction for
many of the clubs around the country. It was at the heart
of the creation of the General Federation of Women’s
Clubs, an organization that would not only spearhead
such causes as woman’s suffrage, but would be a key
player in much of the national progressive legislation
of the era, including civil service reform, public safety
regulations and the Pure Food and Drug Act (1906) — all
of this long before women had the vote. The General Fed-

JON SCHMITZ | INSTITUTION ARCHIVIST & HISTORIAN

eration also was a major force behind education reform
and the creation of the free public library system. Today
we remember how Carnegie money went to pay for the
building of so many libraries, but seldom is it remembered that it was the General Federation of Women’s
Clubs that actually oversaw their construction.
Several national conventions of the General Federation were held at Chautauqua, and the Federation’s
renowned president, Mrs. Pennybacker, assumed the
responsibilities of being the club president here, after
she stepped down from her national post. Under Mrs.
Pennybacker’s leadership, the Women’s Club programming was able to draw from an even larger network of
activists, writers and politicians, including Eleanor Roosevelt. Mrs. Roosevelt came to Chautauqua because of
the Women’s Club, and because of her close friendship
with Mrs Pennybacker. Without a doubt, it was Mrs.
Pennybacker, more than Arthur Bestor, and probably
more than Robert Jackson, who got FDR to come in 1936
and deliver his “I Hate War!” speech in the
Amphitheater. Mrs. Pennybacker was a very active
member of the Democratic Party; she had worked with
the League of Nations and, in 1936, was on the committee to re-elect Roosevelt.
Mrs. Pennybacker and the Chautauqua Women’s Club
also did as much or more than anyone to save Chautauqua from its financial crisis in the 1930s. Through the
difficult and uncertain years of 1934 to 1936, the Women’s
Club organized one fundraising event after another.
They organized the selling of “sentimental ownership”
of buildings and places all over the grounds, and, in the
end, it was Mrs. Pennybacker who was able to secure the
last piece to the puzzle — the check from the Rockefeller
Foundation that put the Institution over the top and allowed it to buy back its debt.
The Women’s Club continues …
Courtesy of Chautauqua Institution Archives

Above left, Chautauqua Institution President Arthur E. Bestor
joins members of the Chautauqua Women’s Club on the steps
of the Roosevelt House in New York in 1925. Among those in
the group at the time were Women’s Club President Anna J. H.
Pennybacker and Mina Miller Edison.
At left, in this photo from 1926, Pennybacker, who was
president of Chautauqua Woman’s Club from 1917 to 1937, and
Bestor talk on the front porch of the President’s Cottage.
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ESTROFF TREKS
THROUGH
DIGITAL REALM
HAND-IN-HAND
WITH HER
CHILDREN
KELSEY HUSNICK
Staff Writer

Rules are harder to break
when they’re God’s rules.
That’s why Sharon Duke
Estroff implements God’s
rules and pulls lessons from
the Jewish tradition into her
parenting technique.
Estroff, an educator and
Jewish parenting columnist,
told stories from experiences
with her own four children
and gave examples of how
Jewish texts provide allegories for secular parenting in
her 2 p.m. Interfaith Lecture
Thursday in the Hall of Philosophy. Her lecture, titled
“Age-old Jewish Wisdom for
Every Modern Millennial
Parent,” was the fourth in
this week’s afternoon theme,
“Ethical Tensions of Privacy
vs. Interdependence.”
Like Jews who scoped out
the Land of Canaan in the
book of Numbers, Estroff felt
the need to scope out digital
technology before giving it
to her children.
Youth are part of a “digital native” generation, she
said, and parents, or “digital
immigrants,” generally have
a harder time understanding the technology. When
her 10-year-old daughter’s
friends all had Instagram accounts, Estroff worried she
was holding her daughter
back from valuable social
interaction with her friends
if she didn’t let her have the

app. She also worried about
the dangers a public, photosharing app could impose
upon her daughter.
“It was like the entire elementary school population
had set up camp on a virtual
parallel universe, without
any of their parents realizing
it,” she said.
Estroff went “undercover”
and joined Instagram so she
could figure it out for herself. She started following
all of her daughter’s friends
and connecting with people
through the app, scrolling
through their picture feeds
and looking at their interactions.
What she found was a
Lord of the Flies-type community, in which there was
no parental guidance, so the
kids made the rules. When a
10-year-old boy posted a picture with an adult magazine,
Estroff saw a girl in his grade
reprimand him, saying he
was too young for things like
that. She also saw 10-yearolds, including her own, post
sexy pictures, modeled after
high school kids they followed.
Like the 10 spies Moses
sent into the Land of Canaan, Estroff came back with
mixed information after her
undercover operation. In the
Jewish story, eight men reported the land was inhabited with giants, and there
was no way they could take
over the Promised Land.

RACHAEL LE GOUBIN | Staff Photographer

Sharon Duke Estroff, author of Can I Have a Cellphone for Hanukkah?, discussed how technology today is second nature to most children
during the Interfaith Lecture Thursday afternoon. Adults, she said, have to adjust to their children’s need for constant connection.

Similarly, Estroff found
it unsettling children could
follow hundreds, or thousands, of people on this app
without knowing who they
were or how old they were.
“When we were growing
up, the thought of someone
following us around and
keeping up with what we
were doing was considered
creepy,” she said.
It’s also easy to share location information when
uploading a picture, and Estroff found it’s easy to do by
accident as well. This could
pose a danger — as well as
a privacy issue — if a person
isn’t careful with the settings
within the app.
In the Jewish narrative,
Caleb and Joshua came back
to Moses and said they saw
a land of milk and honey
awaiting them. Yes, there
may have been a few giants
there, too, but with God on
their side the two Jews said
it didn’t matter. They knew
everything would be OK.
Estroff was able to see the
milk and honey in the land
of Instagram, despite the giants who might have been
creeping in the midst.

» on the grounds

SCANNING AT THE AMPHITHEATER
Gate passes and single tickets are scanned at the Amphitheater for morning worship, morning
lectures and evening performances.

She noticed the app created a sense of self-fulfillment
for users.
“After I uploaded my first
picture to Instagram and
someone liked it a few seconds later, I started to see
what all the fuss was about,”
Estroff said. “Getting my
post liked by a complete
stranger was oddly reaffirming — addictive, even.”
It also gave children a
means to stay connected in
ways that Estroff’s generation never had. She observed
kids telling each other they
looked pretty when they
uploaded pictures in a new
outfit, or congratulating each
other when they posted photos with trophies.
“The more time I spent on
Instagram, the more I understood how all those followers
could actually add up to a
tangible sense of community
for kids,” she said.
Like Caleb and Joshua, Estroff said millennial parents
need to see the good in modern technology, and they
can use other Jewish ideas
and traditions to guide them
through this new territory.
Estroff gave the audi-

ence some “parenting power
tools” to help them on the
journey. She said that while
these are all examples from
the Jewish faith, similar tools
could be taken from any religion.
First, Estroff used the idea
of yetzer hara as a call to action for parents to constantly
work with their children.
“The Talmud says children are born with a hefty
dose of yetzer hara, or evil
inclination. Yetzer hara is not
necessarily a bad thing, but
rather a drive toward pleasure, property or security
which, if left unchecked, can
lead to evil,” she said.
The goal is to moderate
this natural evil inclination
and help shape children’s
moral development until
they are able to think about
complex topics on their own
and operate with a good inclination, Estroff said. This
includes teaching them
about their private and public selves, especially in the
digital world.
Estroff’s second tool lies in
derech eretz, a Jewish law in
the Talmud teaching “kind,
decent, thoughtful behavior.”

“This set of Biblical behavioral rules transfers seamlessly into the digital realm,”
she said.
The core principles of the
law include respect, modesty
and a refrain from spreading gossip — all key things
to think about when helping
children make digital decisions, Estroff said.
The final tool she presented was the idea of a family
meal on the day of the Sabbath. Estroff said her family turns off their cellphones
and uses the time to bond
and talk about any troubling
issues they may be having.
“It brings an opportunity to gather our families
around the dinner table after
a long, hard week of digital
trekking for some serious
damage control,” she said.
“The Sabbath meal brings
spirituality and connection
to God, which reassures our
children that they aren’t just
free-floating in the midst of
a vast digital universe, and
the presence of a higher
power [is there] to guide and
sustain them, through good
times and bad.”

Marthinsen Endowment funds Machado chaplaincy
The Alison and Craig
Marthinsen Endowment for
the Department of Religion
underwrites the preaching
and chaplaincy of the Rev.
Daisy Machado throughout
Week Four.
Established in 2010 by
Alison and Craig Marthinsen, the Marthinsen Endowment is a permanent endowment fund held within the
Chautauqua Foundation to
support a chaplaincy each
summer. Alison is a fourthgeneration
Chautauquan

and she and Craig are both
dedicated participants in
Sunday morning worship
services and the 9:15 a.m.
devotionals held weekdays
in the Amp. Alison sings in
the Chautauqua Choir, is a
graduate of the Chatuauqua
Literary and Scientific Circle
Guild of the Seven Seals and
serves as a volunteer for the
Chautauqua Fund. Craig is
a “weekend warrior” who
attends when he is not serving as managing director of
Markit Group Limited. The

Marthinsens, both born in
the United States, currently
live in Toronto. They have
been Chautauqua property
owners since 1998.
If you would be interested
in discussing the possibility of
establishing an endowment to
support the Chaplain of the week
or supporting another aspect of
Chautauqua’s program, please
contact Karen Blozie, director of
gift planning, at 716-357-6244
or email her at kblozie@ciweb.
org.
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Zigdon Chabad Jewish House to be dedicated Sunday
Quinn Kelley
Staff Writer

After a series of renovations over the winter, Chabad
Lubavitch will premiere its
new denominational home
this weekend.
The Zigdon Chabad Jewish House, located at 23 Vincent — on the brick walk —
will be dedicated at 9:30 a.m.
Sunday. The house serves as a
touchstone for the population
of Orthodox Jews on Chautauqua Institution grounds,
but is also meant to be entirely inclusive and accepting of
all people.
Rabbi Zalman Vilenkin,
leader of Chabad Lubavitch
of Chautauqua, lives on the
upper level with his wife and
seven children. The house
came out of a need, he said.
The family outgrew its small
apartment at 9 Simpson, and
Joseph and Pamela Kanfer, among other Chautauqua community members,
stepped up with donations to
make the house a possibility.
“The family was growing,” Vilenkin said. “We
outgrew our space, and the
only option was to purchase
something, and so we began
a campaign.”
The Zigdon Chabad Jewish House was named after
the Kanfers’ daughter and
son-in-law, Donny and Ketti
Zigdon, who are also involved with the Chabad of
Akron, Ohio.
The house, originally built

RACHAEL LE GOUBIN | Staff Photographer

Chabad Lubavitch will dedicate its new denominational house, the Zigdon Chabad Jewish House at 23 Vincent, at 9:30 a.m. Sunday.

in 1875, now features a handicap-accessible
bathroom
and walkway, two kitchens
to keep Kosher — one for
meat, one for dairy — and
hardwood flooring, among
other improvements.
Vilenkin holds classes
most mornings in the Literary Arts Center at Alumni
Hall and leads services in
the Everett Jewish Life Center. At the house, he hosts

programs such as challah
baking classes, community
Shabbat dinners and ice
cream socials.
Founded about 250 years
ago in a small town in Russia, Chabad Lubavitch is an
international organization.
It’s an specific Orthodox
denomination adhering to
principles of wisdom, knowledge and understanding,
based upon the idea that one

should be inspired to serve
God in an intellectual way,
which should also lead to an
emotional passion for that
service. The house serves as
a representation of those tenets, Vilenkin said.
“The premise is to accept
everyone. Period,” he said.
“No judgments. No ifs and
buts, but to embrace everyone with love.”
After
the
Holocaust,

Cooper to bring jazz to Sacred Song Service
Quinn Kelley
Staff Writer

Jared Jacobsen likes to
push musical boundaries,
and this week, he’ll prove
jazz and sacred music can
live in perfect harmony.
Sunday’s Sacred Song
Service is titled “Sacred Jazz
with Warren Cooper and
the Chautauqua Choir” and
will take place at 8 p.m. in
the Amphitheater. Jacobsen,
Chautauqua Institution organist and coordinator of
worship and sacred music,
will relinquish control and
let Cooper steer the service
in an inventive direction.
Cooper has performed
at Chautauqua Institution
several times with the Presbybop Quartet, a group of
Presbyterian ministers who
like to get together and jam,
Jacobsen said, led by pianist
Bill Carter.
Although scheduling issues prevented the rest of
the quartet from being able
to come this year, they recommended Cooper come
perform solo, Jacobsen said.
“By 9, he was already singing and playing in churches,” Jacobsen said. “He’s a

fantastic vocalist.”
Cooper, the son of a pastor and raised in the Berean
Presbyterian Church, was
drawn to sacred jazz, and
wanted to incorporate music
typically reserved for nightclubs and parties into the sacred realm.
Jacobsen said Cooper will
show the two musical styles
are not mutually exclusive.
“It will be another one of
these loose and lively programs,” he said. “I don’t really know where he’s going
with some of the music, but I
trust him to bring us to inter-

esting places.”
Music based on familiar
tunes sung in new and different ways, as well as completely new music, will fill
the program.
Jacobsen will open the
service with the traditional
“Day Is Dying in the West,”
and Cooper will perform a
piece he wrote called “Good
News Blues.”
“We’ll end up with this
whole room singing and
rocking out,” Jacobsen said.
“How we get there is up to
Warren.”
Over the last two decades

or so, the Institution has attempted to find musicians
outside the “general quiver
of musical tricks,” Jacobsen
said. After presenting congregation members with
styles of music they might
not be familiar with, Jacobsen always hopes what happens at Chautauqua permeates outside communities in
ways he doesn’t even know.
“I don’t ever see this as
a passive experience where
people come and go to
church and we throw music
at them,” he said. “It’s always
an active experience.”

Chabad Lubavitch’s focus
became outreach; there
are now more than 4,000
Chabad centers in more
than 80 countries. Chabad
was introduced to Chautauqua in the late 1980s by
Rabbi Noson Gurary, the
father of Vilenkin’s wife, Esther. Gurary will attend the
house’s dedication. Consistent Chabad efforts ramped
up in 2001, when Vilenkin’s

family came to Chautauqua.
The house has helped the
community’s Orthodox Jews
feel at home, Vilenkin said, in
that they can simultaneously
nurture religion with the other facets of life the Institution
cultivates.
It has also aided in flexibility, allowing for more opportunities to cater to Chautauquans.
“Certain people tell us
now that there’s a Chabad
house, they’ll spend much
more time at Chautauqua,”
he said. “Chautauqua feeds
the cultural and physical side,
but they always felt as far as
(their) Jewish spirituality, they
didn’t have that opportunity.”
Speakers at Sunday’s
event include Gurary, representatives from the Kanfer
and Zigdon families, Chautauqua Institution President
Tom Becker, and the Rev.
Robert Franklin, director of
the Institution’s Department
of Religion.
The dedication will also
include a formal ribbon cutting, music, installation of
mezuzahs and a light buffet
brunch.
Just like the home and
the Chabad programming,
the dedication is open to all,
Vilenkin said.
“We want it to be a welcoming place where people
feel they can just come in,
they can chat, they can relax,
they can socialize,” he said.
“We want it to be a community home.”

» on the grounds

new visitor Information Sessions
Special informal orientation sessions for Chautauqua
first-timers are scheduled from 6 to 7 p.m. each Sunday
evening (excluding the final Sunday of the season) on the
first floor of the Hultquist Center. These sessions afford the
opportunity for new Chautauquans to learn the ins and outs of
this unique place.
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Baha’i Faith youth panel to
promote community building
kelsey husnick
Staff Writer

Today’s youth are the
“movers and shakers” of tomorrow, Linda Gillette said,
and she believes in empowering the upcoming generation and providing tools so
young people can make a
difference in the world.
“Nobody should be more
concerned about what happens 50 years from now than
our young people, because
they’re the ones who are going to be affected by it,” she
said.
This is why Gillette, coordinator for the Baha’i community at Chautauqua Institution, helped organize
a Baha’i youth panel, titled
“Who is Writing the Future:
Youth in the Vanguard.” The
panel is at 3 p.m. Sunday in
Smith Wilkes Hall, and people of all ages and faiths are
encouraged to attend.
“This work that the
Baha’i youth are doing all
around the world has had
a really terrific impact for
communities, and I thought
this is something that
Chautauquans would be interested in hearing about,”
she said.
The panel will be led by
two “animators” who work
with the Junior Youth Spiritual Empowerment Program, a worldwide youth
program for young people
ages 11 to 14 organized
though the Baha’i Faith.
Laura Stokes and Shayan
Waseh will start the panel
with an hourlong presentation explaining what the
youth program is and detailing the work of groups
around the world, demonstrating how young people
can do similar things in their
own community. They will
then take questions from the
audience.
Stokes, who has been a
part of the Baha’i Faith all
her life and became involved
with the program six years
ago, said the youth group focuses on three areas. First, it
incorporates study materials
with stories of young people
in moral dilemmas and difficult situations to teach uni-

Provided photo

Shayan Waseh, of the Junior Youth Spiritual Empowerment
Program, stands with a group during a youth retreat at Green Acre
Baha’i School in Eliot, Maine.

versal lessons.
“There’s a story about a
boy whose parents get killed
in wartime by [an opposing]
tribe, and he has to decide
whether or not he’s going to
be vengeful and join the rebel forces, or if he’s going to
try to rise above it and find
inner peace and unity with
those around him that are
left,” she said.
Some of the stories are
classic parables that most
people learned growing up,
like the “Tortoise and the
Hare,” and others are taken
from various world faiths.
Stokes said all of them are attached to a guiding principle
from the Baha’i Faith to instill the lesson in the minds
of the youth.
The second aspect of the
group involves art, so youth
can learn to better express
themselves, Stokes said, and
the final aspect is service,
which is the main focus of
the youth panel.
“The youth are guided to
think of and come up with
service projects for their
community based on needs
they are able to identify,” she
said.
These can include trash
pick-ups or peace vigils, or
more extensive initiatives.
Stokes recently participated
in a recycling program started in a Colombian village
that involved cleaning and
repainting old playground
equipment.
“The reason this particular age group is being
focused on is because it’s a
really unique time in life,”
Stokes said. “Baha’is consider junior youth to have
an innate sense of justice
— they’re very altruistic in
a way that adults no longer are. They’re kind of like
this pure heart, and they’re
able to look around in their
communities and see what

the needs are in the communities and address those
needs.”
Waseh, who got involved
in the faith community about
a year and a half ago, said the
program gave him a sense of
purpose and meaning, and it
can do the same for youths
who join the groups.
“New conversations and
new realities can be raised
in communities,” he said.
“So people can engage in
discourse and change their
communities in real and tangible ways. And the youths
are invited to take part in
that process.”
Maureen Rovegno, associate director for the Department of Religion, said this
panel is an important event
to encourage and mobilize
the next generation.
“Not much happens until someone assumes leadership. It’s a reminder that
someone has to step forward,” she said.
It’s also a reminder for
older generations — not just
the youth.
“They need to talk to
young people, to educate
them and inform younger
people, so that they can create the kind of world they
want to live in,” Rovegno
said.
While there is currently
no official Junior Youth Spiritual Empowerment Program
on the grounds, Gillette said
she would gauge interest
at the panel and help start
a program if the desire is
there. Stokes and Waseh will
provide service ideas that
anyone can participate in, regardless of age or faith.
“This whole project is
based on being outwardly
oriented,” Stokes said. “It’s
very much about including the whole community,
no matter what your background.”
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Can you handle your ultimate desirability?

very morning this week, the Very Rev. Alan Jones
began his sermons by reciting two poems: Miller
Williams’ “Compassion” and Leonard Cohen’s
“Anthem.”
At the 9:15 a.m. morning worship service on Friday, he
said, referencing Williams’ poem “ ‘Where spirit meets
the bone’ — that means what is the most real thing about
you? You are the dwelling place of God. Can you face the
truth about you without being crippled? Can you bear
your ultimate desirability? You are lovely. What you are
fussing over is dead; your life is hidden with Christ in
God and God treasures you.”
The title of Jones’ sermon was “The Generosity of God
and the Radiance of Being Human.” His selected Scripture texts were Colossians 3:3 and 2 Corinthians 5:20.
He told the congregation that they had two tasks: to
live with the openness of being human, and that they live
in danger of missing the point all the time.
“A taxi driver once told a passenger, ‘Sometimes you
have to forget your principles and do the right thing,’”
Jones said.
He told a story of three representatives of the British
Council of Churches who went to Greece immediately
after World War II. The Council chose three members of
the Free Presbyterian Church of Scotland, a very conservative branch of Presbyterianism, to make the visit. In
a small village, the priest welcomed them and thought
about how to thank them for their visit. He remembered a
box of cigars he had hidden away and brought them out.
Two of the visitors said, “We don’t smoke.” The other
one said, “I would love a cigar.”
Next, the priest brought out a bottle of wine. Again,
the two visitors said, “We don’t drink,” while the other
one said, “I would love a glass of wine.”
As they were leaving the village, the two remonstrated
with the third, saying, “You know we don’t smoke or
drink,” to which the third replied: “I know, but one of us
had to be a Christian.”
Jones then told another story about a man crossing a
bridge who finds another man about to jump off. He asks
the man if he has anything to live for. Is he a religious
man?
“Yes,” the man replied.
“Are you Christian or Hindu or what?”
“I am a Christian.”
“Are you Protestant or Catholic?”
“Protestant.”

Morning Worship
Column by MARY LEE TALBOT
“I am a Baptist.”
“I am a Baptist, too.”
“I am Baptist Church of God.”
“Me too.”
“Original or Reformed?”
“Reformed.”
“Me too. Reformation 1879 or 1915?”
“1915.”
“Die, you heretic scum.”
Jones continued: “We laugh, but it is the plain truth
about Christian people. We need to recover grace that is
not free floating. There is a difference between an individual and a person in communion with the deep. We
are embodied with each other; we have a particularity in
communion with each other.”
According to Jones, Internet intimacy is disembodied,
and the congregation should not confuse privacy with
disembodiment.
“We need to celebrate the essential mystery of each
self,” he said. “There is a saying in Silicon Valley that
information underrepresents reality. We can’t gather all
the data and know everything. Everything exists in contingency. God made the world out of love, not need. We
are relational all the way and we need each other to bring
each other to life.
“We need to get the hang of being human,” he added.
“We may be horrible to each other and it may be impossible to eradicate a culture of anger and alienation. Can
we bear the generosity of God?”
Jones spoke of the life of Baptist pastor Will D. Campbell as an example of someone who was a champion of
God’s generosity. Campbell was ordained as a Baptist
minister at the age of 17, and in 1954 he was director of
religious life at the University of Mississippi but resigned

in 1956 because of death threats. In 1957, he escorted the
school children in Little Rock to desegregate the schools
and was the only white person at the founding of the
Southern Christian Leadership Conference.
He was also a chaplain to the Ku Klux Klan.
Jones said that Campbell moved away from organized
religion but always maintained his Christianity.
“Don’t think that all this was easy or sentimental,” he
said. “He had strength. He thought that the soul of the
dispossessor was as much in need of salvation as the dispossessed. He said, ‘Jesus died for bigots, too.’ Campbell
was fearless in celebrating the generosity of God.”
Jones talked about the “coming reality of the Internet,”
whose prophets believe the world will become decentralized and egalitarian.
“The bible of this coming reality is Moore’s Law that
the capacity and capability of computers will double
every two years,” he said. “We are headed to singularity
with a capital ‘S’ where machines will upload mortals
into a nerd nirvana in 2045.
“I will be dead, thank God,” Jones continued. “I am not
dumping on technology. It is easy to mock but difficult to
reject. It [this vision] is not an evil scheme but a side effect of the fantasy that technology is getting smarter. It is
leading to Solutionism, that all problems can be fixed by
reason and data, that we will have a frictionless future.
These schemes usually only make things worse.”
Jones believes that it takes an act of faith to say that
humans matter and we are free.
“At the heart of being humans is freedom, and there is
no freedom without responsibility,” he said.
“The Gospel’s words are addressed to humans who
don’t quite exist, to those who are still becoming who
they are,” Jones added. “When we are converted, we don’t
just learn new doctrines, we become a new person. Do
you rejoice in the unique radiance of who you are? You
are an agent of good news and resurrection. Don’t sell
yourself short.”
The Rev. James Hubbard presided. The Rev. Emily McGinley, pastor of the Urban Village Church in Chicago’s Hyde
Park, read the Scripture.
The Motet Choir sang “Beautiful City” by André J. Thomas. Jared Jacobsen, organist and worship coordinator, directed
the choir.
The Rev. Robert D. Campbell Memorial Chaplaincy supported this week’s services.

Let’s visit Westfield!
10.5 miles north of the Institution
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APYA
The Abrahamic Program
for Young Adults is designed
to reflect the efforts and mission of the Department of
Religion by teaching young
adults at Chautauqua Institution about the shared heritage of the Abrahamic traditions: Judaism, Christianity
and Islam. This year’s team
is Jewish coordinator Yael
Allen, Christian coordinator
Alma Gast, and Muslim coordinators Amber Muhammad and Kaiser Aslam.
Baptist House
Pastor Paul Fields II gives
a sermon titled “Life or
Bucket?” at 9:30 a.m. Sunday
in Baptist House, 35 Clark.
Fields is currently interim
minister at United Baptist
Church in Taylor, Pennsylvania. Bruce Montgomery,
accompanied by Anita Ferguson, presents vocal music.
Blessing and Healing Daily
Service
The Blessing and Healing service, sponsored by
the Department of Religion,
takes place at 10:15 a.m.
weekdays in the Randell
Chapel of the United Church
of Christ headquarters.
Chabad Lubavitch
Rabbi Noson Gurary presides at the 9:30 a.m. Shabbat
service on Saturday in the
Everett Jewish Life Center
library. The Torah reading is
Pinchas (Num. 25:10)
Chabad Lubavitch conducts a youth Minyan service and Oneg Shabbat for
children between the ages
of 4 and 10 at 11:15 a.m. at
the Zigdon Chabad Jewish
House. A Kiddush sponsored by Frank and Lauren
Cohen follows at 12:15 p.m.
at the house.
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Shabbat ends at 9:30 p.m.
The
Grand
Opening
and Building Dedication of
the Zigdon Chabad Jewish
House is at 9:30 a.m. Sunday
at the house, 23 Vincent.
Rabbi Vilenkin presents
a lecture, “Maimonides, a
Guide to the Perplexed,” at
9:15 a.m. Monday in the Library Room of the Literary
Arts Center at Alumni Hall.
Chautauqua Catholic
Community
Masses are at 5 p.m. Saturday in the Hall of Philosophy, at 9:15 a.m. Sunday
in the Hall of Christ, and at
12:15 p.m. Sunday in the Hall
of Philosophy.
Daily Mass is celebrated
at 8:45 a.m. weekdays in
the Episcopal Chapel of the
Good Shepherd.
Priests in residence this
week are the Rev. Doug May
from Maryknoll Missionary
in Cairo, and the Rev. Poulos Ishak, assistant pastor
of Coptic Catholic Parish in
Mansafis, Egypt.
The Rev. Todd Remick
is spiritual adviser of the
Chautauqua Catholic Community and pastor of St.
Mary of Lourdes in Mayville
and Bemus Point.
Deacon Ray and Pat Defendorf of All Saints Parish
in Corning are host and hostesses at the Catholic House.
Deanna Bliss of Mayville is
weekend sacristan.
Chautauqua Dialogues
Chautauqua
Dialogues
provides an opportunity for
Chautauquans to participate
in small group discussions
based on the 2 p.m. Interfaith Lectures sponsored by
the Department of Religion
at the Hall of Philosophy.
The groups meet from 3 to 5
p.m. Friday. Signups to par-

RECREATION
AT CHAUTAUQUA INSTITUTION
For more information, visit: www.ciweb.org/recreation

Golf
Chautauqua Golf Club features two scenic 18-hole courses
overlooking Chautauqua Lake, a well-equipped pro shop, locker
rooms, equipment and cart rental and professional instruction.
Single, family and junior season memberships are available. The
Learning Center, a new 25-acre
practice and teaching facility, offers a series of clinics
and junior golf camps.

716-357-6211

Tennis
Eight state-of-the-art fast dry courts (two illuminated for night play)
are available at the Chautauqua Tennis Center, located adjacent
to the Turner Community Center. Private lessons are available from
teaching professionals. Clinics, round-robins and tournaments are
scheduled throughout
the season. In addition to short- and long-term memberships, daily
court fees are available. The Coyle Courts, four hard courts located
at the Boys’ and Girls’ Club on the south end of the grounds, are
available to the public during non-Club hours.

716-357-6276

Sailing
Instructional classes are offered by the Sailing Department, located
at the John R. Turney Sailing Center, at beginner, intermediate and
advanced levels. Private lessons by certified sailing instructors and
rentals are also available.

716-357-6392

Sports Club
The Sports Club, located on the lakefront near the Athenaeum Hotel,
provides facilities for shuffleboard, horseshoes, lawn bowling, bridge
and other games and activities. Paddleboat, kayak and canoe
rental, softball leagues and the annual Old First Night Run/Walk/
Swim are all part of the Sports Club program.

716-357-6281

Exercise/Fitness
Chautauqua Health & Fitness is a full-service exercise and strengthtraining facility with two sites: Turner Community Center, with indoor
pool and Heinz Beach. Short- and long-term memberships and daily
passes and personal training are available. All fitness classes are
run through the Special Studies office.

Fitness Center: 716-357-6430 • Classes: 716-377-6348

Interfaith News
Compiled by meg viehe
ticipate in one of these facilitated group discussions
are immediately before or
after the 2 p.m. lecture at
the Hall of Philosophy Tuesday through Thursday. This
activity is sponsored by the
Department of Religion.
Christian Science House
“Sacrament” is this week’s
Bible lesson subject. In addition to hearing it at the 9:30
a.m. Sunday service, you
are welcome to study it during the week in our reading
room, open 24/7.
Disciples of Christ
“A Place of Welcome,” is
the communion meditation
for the 9:30 a.m. Sunday service at the Disciples of Christ
House at 32 Clark. The Rev.
Don McLaughlin will use
Luke 24:28-35.
McLaughlin has served
First Christian Church in
Madisonville, Kentucky, for
11 years.
ECOC
David Lollis, host at the
Disciples of Christ denominational house, will speak
on his experience during the
Civil Rights Movement at a
12 p.m. Brown Bag Monday
at the UCC Randell Chapel.
Episcopal Chapel of the Good
Shepherd
The Rev. Mary P. Garner
presides at services of Holy
Communion at 7:45 and 9
a.m. Sunday in the Chapel
of the Good Shepherd. Garner is the director of Spiritual Care at Heron Point, a
continuing care retirement
community in Chestertown,
Maryland. She was a Chautauqua New Clergy fellow in
2013. Garner also presides at
services 7:45 a.m. weekdays
in the chapel.
The Rev. Virginia Carr,
vicar of the chapel, leads a
service of sung Compline at
9:30 p.m. Sunday night in the
chapel. Canon Jay presides at
7:45 a.m. service weekdays in
the chapel.
Food Pantry Donations
Hurlbut Church is accepting
non-perishable

food items for the Ashville
Food Pantry. Non-perishable food donations may be
dropped off at any time at
the Scott entrance of Hurlbut Church.
Hebrew Congregation
Rabbi Ronald Symons
leads a special study session
at 8:45 a.m. Saturday in the
Hurlbut Sanctuary. Rabbi
Ronald Symons and Rabbi
Barbara Symons lead the 9:30
a.m. regular Hebrew Congregation Saturday morning service in the Sanctuary.
Andy Symons is the cantorial song leader. Kiddush
lunch follows, sponsored
by Iris Rosenberg Futerfas in memory of her husband, Jack, and by Seymour
Bayewitch in memory of his
wife, Florence.
Hurlbut Memorial Community
Church
A service of meditation,
Scriptures, songs, prayers
and Communion is 8:30 a.m.
Sunday at Hurlbut Memorial
Community Church.
Hurlbut Church Lemonade
Stand
The stand serves breakfast and lunch 9:30 a.m. to 2
p.m. Sunday in front of Hurlbut Memorial Community
Methodist Church.
Hurlbut Church Meal Ministry
Hurlbut Memorial Community United Methodist
Church serves lunch from
11:45 a.m. to 1:15 p.m. weekdays, and dinner from 5 to
7 p.m. each Thursday evening during the season. The
church is located on the corner of Scott and Pratt.
The weekday lunches offer a choice of homemade
meals, and include a beverage and cookie for $7. Proceeds benefit Hurlbut’s mission and ministries.
International Order of the
King’s Daughters and Sons
The Ida A. Vanderbeck
Chapel on Pratt is open from
9 a.m. to 7 p.m. daily. IOKDS
owns the chapel, which has
been open since 1963.
The IOKDS Order Night,
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celebrating the Chautauqua
Scholarship Class of 2014, is
7 p.m. Thursday in the Ida A.
Vanderbeck Chapel on Pratt.
Please RSVP to Valerie Roberts at 304-210-0071 or valerie_roberts_1@hotmail.com.
Labyrinth
Led by Wally Rees and
sponsored by the Department of Religion, a labyrinth
orientation is 7 p.m. every
Monday this season.
The Chautauqua labyrinth, located next to Turner
Community Center, is accessible though the Turner
building or through the
parking lot. There is bus and
tram service to Turner. Remember your gate ticket.
Lutheran
The Rev. Andrew M. Edwards presides at the 9:30
a.m. Sunday Service of Holy
Communion in the Lutheran
House at the corner of Peck
and Clark.
Edwards is pastor at St.
John’s Evangelical Lutheran
Church in Girard, Pennsylvania.
Presbyterian House
The Rev. Stephanie Sauvé
leads the 9:30 a.m. Sunday
service in the chapel. Her
sermon, “What’s Your Agenda?” is based on Isaiah 58:112 and Matthew 4:1-11.
The Presbyterian Association will sponsor Sister Joan
Chittister as speaker at the 2
p.m. Interfaith Lecture Series
in the Hall of Philosophy.
Presbyterian House welcomes Chautauquans to our
porch for coffee, hot chocolate and lemonade following the weekday morning
worship and preceding the
morning lecture.
Religious Society of Friends
(Quakers)
The Religious Society of
Friends (Quakers) meets for
worship 9:30 a.m. Sunday
in the Octagon Building on
the corner of Cookman and
Wythe.
Unitarian Universalist
Fellowship
The Rev. Alison Wohler,
minister of the Unitarian
Universalist Society of Amherst, Massachusetts, will
lead the service of the Unitarian Universalist Fellowship at 9:30 a.m. on Sunday in
the Hall of Philosophy. Her
sermon topic will be “Wendell Berry’s Questionnaire.”
Ann Weber coordinates the

Fellowship’s music programming. Religious education
for children ages 4 to 12 is
available during the service
at the Fellowship’s Denominational House, located at 6
Bliss.
Wohler leads a discussion
of Sunday’s sermon 9:15 a.m.
Monday on the patio behind
the denominational house.
United Church of Christ
The
Rev.
Joanna
D’Agostino leads the 8:45
a.m. Sunday worship service in Randell Chapel at the
UCC headquarters. Her sermon, “Don’t Dance for Me,”
is based on the Book of Judith 15:8-13, a book not generally included in the Protestant Bible but recognized by
other Christians. D’Agostino
is pastor of the First Congregational UCC Church in Ripon, Wisconsin.
An ecumenical Taizé service of song and prayer will
be offered at 7:15 p.m. Monday at the Randell Chapel at
the UCC headquarters. All
are invited to “Taizé and
Tea,” featuring traditional
chants from the Taizé in Burgundy, France.
United Methodist
The Rev. William H. Wilson, recently retired as the
assistant to the Bishop of the
West Virginia Annual Conference, leads at the 9:30 a.m.
Sunday service in the chapel.
The sermon is “A Discipleship Picnic.”
All are welcome to stop by
for a cup of coffee between
the morning worship and
the 10:45 a.m. lecture.
Come share lunch and
a chaplain’s chat at noon
Tuesday on our porch. The
Rev. William Wilson will
lead a discussion on being a
Methodist and a Benedictine
Oblate “lectio divina.” Stop
by the house or call 716-3572055 by Monday to pre-order
lunch from Hurlbut Church.
Unity of Chautauqua
The Rev. Anne MurphyOswald leads the 9:30 a.m.
Sunday service in the Hall
of Missions. Her message
is titled “Citizens of a New
Story.” An ordained Unity
minister, Murphy-Oswald
is pioneering a ministry in
Berkeley Springs, West Virginia.
Unity holds a morning
Daily Word meditation at 8
a.m. weekdays in the Hall of
Missions.
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Teacher Hendrick to be featured at
Shirley Lazarus Speaker Series
At 8 p.m. Sunday in the
Hurlbut Sanctuary the Hebrew Congregation Shirley
Lazarus Speaker Series will
feature Leigh-Anne Hendrick. The title of her presentation is “Teaching the
Holocaust in Chautauqua
County Schools.”
Hendrick is a high school
social studies teacher with
18 years of classroom experience who currently teaches Global Studies 9 and 10
and a full-credit Holocaust
and genocide elective. She
Michelle Kanaar | Daily file photo

Subagh Singh Khalsa is co-director of the Mystic Heart Program, which offers meditation practice
sessions and classes during the Chautauqua season.

Subagh leads meditation, focuses
on self-awakening in Sikhism
Kelsey Husnick
Staff Writer

Subagh Singh Khalsa
rediscovers himself every
morning through his meditation practices.
“The process is like a
daily experience of remembering who I really am,” he
said. “I meditate every day
because I desperately have
to … I wake up in the morning and there’s this physical
or mental turmoil, and if I
didn’t meditate it wouldn’t
settle down.”
Subagh is the founder of
the Mystic Heart Program,
a Department of Religion
initiative aimed at teaching
Chautauquans meditation
techniques from various
world faiths and traditions.
He will lead Week Four’s
meditation classes from his
tradition, Sikh Dharma. He
will also draw on breathing
techniques from his practice
in Kundalini yoga.
“Kundalini yoga is not all
about relaxation and mellowing out,” Subagh said.
“Its really all about energizing one’s self and then being
able to direct and use that
energy for spiritual exploration and self-awakening.”
While no one attending
his classes will be asked to
perform yoga moves, Subagh
said this self-awakening and
energizing will be the focus
of the week. In his classes,
called “Discovering the Spiritual Heart,” he will teach the
basic principle of meditation,
what he calls “essentially the
fine art of doing absolutely
nothing.”
It sounds simple, to sit and
do nothing, he said, but it’s
harder than one might think.

“Meditation practice requires discipline, time, and a
willingness to fail and start
again, over and over,” Subagh said.
Subagh practices for an
hour or more every morning,
and has not missed a meditation session in more than
30 years. He said his practice provides a foundation
for how he lives his life, and
sets the tone for how he goes
about his day.
During the practice, Subagh said a person has to detach themselves from their
thoughts and emotions so
that sensations can come and
go without eliciting a physical or emotional response.
“What goes through my
head is all the crap from the
day before or the day coming
up,” he said. “And all that
stuff is the same as everyone
else’s stuff, but for the meditator, there’s something else
that happens. Some people
say it’s the letting go of that.”
Letting go of such worldly
baggage allows the meditator to grow and learn about
themselves, Subagh said.
“During the course of the
day, you get busy with your
job or your friends and your
family and your hobby or
your disease, your project or
your politics,” he said. “You
kind of think that that’s who
you are. That I’m all these
roles that I play. I’m all these
concerns that I have. But in
the morning practice, if no
other time, I remember that
all of that is just sort of superficial and stuff that I’ve
just taken on there in the
course of my life.”
Who is he really is is much
more vast and inexpressible,
Subagh said, but it’s real and

it’s identifiable when he is
meditating.
The Mystic Heart Program holds daily, guided
meditation sessions Monday
to Friday from 7:15 to 8 a.m.
in the conference room of the
Main Gate Welcome Center.
Meditation seminars, which
include more in-depth instruction and discussion, are
held Tuesdays and Thursdays from 12:30 to 1:55 p.m.
in the Hall of Missions. A
silent meditation, or centering prayer, is held Thursday
from 7:15 to 7:45 p.m. in the
Welcome Center.
People of any religion or
spiritual belief can attend the
sessions, and can attend any
day of the week, regardless
of previous or no experience
with meditation practices.
Gate passes are required to
attend the morning meditations.

is an active member of the
New York State Council for
the Social Studies and the
National Council for the Social Studies.
She has presented at local, state and national conferences on topics including the Holocaust, effective
strategies for co-teaching
and History Alive! She
has received training at
the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum
in Washington, D.C., and
in 2005 was named one

of 15 museum teacher fellows in the United States.
More recently, Hendrick
has traveled internationally
with students, bringing a
small group of students on
a Holocaust history tour of
Germany, Poland and the
Czech Republic.
She believes Holocaust
education is one of the most
important aspects of her position as a teacher and has
the power to transform students into understanding
multi-dimensional thinkers.

Former trustee to perform at Pre-Vespers
Joseph
Musser
will present the
“Sharing
God’s
Gift”
Pre-Vespers
program at 4:30 p.m.
Sunday in the Hall
of Philosophy.
Musser recently
retired from his po- musser
sition as professor
of English at Ohio
Wesleyan University, where
he taught for 37 years. He
specialized in 18th-century
British literature and nonfiction writing. He sings with
the Chautauqua Motet Choir
and Sunday Choir, and has
played piano in the Chautauqua Motet Consort. He serves
as organist at the Chapel of
the Good Shepherd, and in
Delaware, Ohio, he has been
organist of the First Presbyterian Church for 29 years.

Musser’s
compositions
include
organ chorales and
partitas; anthems; a
cello sonata; several
trios for flute, bassoon, and piano; and
a recorder quartet.
He wrote two processionals for organ
and brass quintet
for the inauguration of Ohio
Wesleyan’s president in 2008.
At the end of last season, the
Chautauqua choir sang an
anthem he wrote in honor of
Joan Brown Campbell, using
one of her prayers as a text.
For 10 years, Musser
served on the Chautauqua
Institution Board of Trustees as vice chair, chair of the
Mission Policy Committee
and chair of the Housing
Task Force. His wife, Lou-

ise, was a counselor at the
Girls’ Club, and their daughters have also been active
at Chautauqua. Their older
daughter, Elizabeth, now a
lawyer in Los Angeles, was
in the high school conservatory theater program and
also worked at the Athenaeum Hotel. Their younger
daughter, Margaret, now a
veterinarian, taught sailing
at Club for several years.
Musser is president of
Ohio Wesleyan’s Phi Beta
Kappa chapter, and in 2006
completed 23 years as chair
of the English Department.
He has received three teaching awards: the Shankland
Award for the Encouragement of Teachers, the Bishop
Francis Kearns Award and
the Bishop Herbert Welch
Meritorious Teaching Award.

» on the grounds

new visitor Information Sessions
Special informal orientation sessions for Chautauqua
first-timers are scheduled from 6 to 7 p.m. each Sunday evening (excluding the final Sunday of
the season) on the first floor of the Hultquist Center. These sessions afford the opportunity for
new Chautauquans to learn the ins and outs of this unique place.
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DANCERS DAZZLE
IN ‘COPPÉLIA,’
‘CARMEN’
RENDITIONS

RACHAEL LE GOUBIN | Staff Photographer

JANE VRANISH
Guest Critic

It’s particularly satisfying when the music plays a
substantial role in driving an
evening of dance.
Of course, there is no
doubt that Charlotte Ballet
Artistic Director Jean-Pierre
Bonnefoux and Chautauqua
Symphony Orchestra guest
conductor Grant Cooper put
a great deal of thought into
all of their collaborations.
But the balance of Tuesday
night’s performance in the
Amphitheater was particularly satisfying, ranging from
the charm of Léo Delibes’
Coppélia and the passion of
Georges Bizet’s Carmen to the
oddly primal scream buried
in Béla Bartók’s The Miraculous Mandarin.
Bonnefoux listed George
Balanchine and Alexandra
Danilova as the inspiration
for his buoyant Coppélia abstract. Balanchine’s influence on the Charlotte artistic director has always been
apparent, as it was here,
bringing out Bonnefoux’ innate musicality. And the Balanchine/Danilova
version
is the most popular version

REVIEW
currently being performed
in the United States.
Bonnefoux chose five segments — a bright Mazurka
led by an equally bright Sarah Hayes Harkins (Swanhilda) and Joshua Hall (Franz),
a set of variations for the
women, an athletic dance for
the men, the central pas de
deux and a finale.
They didn’t convey the
comic story of the love triangle between a young peasant couple and a toymaker’s
life-sized doll. Rather, they
captured the spirit of this
fun-filled production and the
tuneful score of one of ballet’s most underrated composers.
The pas de deux, of course,
was a highlight — although
hampered by a weak viola
solo in the adagio — particularly with Harkins’ pinpoint
turns in the alternating pirouettes and double circle of
piqués.
But it was the way that
Bonnefoux paid tribute to
Danilova, a prima ballerina
who taught at Balanchine’s

school and helped to define
his technique, that was so
fetching. That segment was
based on Danilova’s recollections of her early career
performing
the
Marius
Petipa version in Russia and
while touring with the Ballets Russes, where she performed Swanhilda to great
acclaim. The theme and variations lent themselves to a
pert display of solos and duets between Harkins and her
six “friends.”
Last year, Chautauqua
audience members saw a
preview of Sasha Janes’ Carmen, where it was full of the
flamenco fire evoked in the
traditional Bizet score. But
when it premiered in Charlotte last October, the story
line had been given a regional flavor. Although the
tobacco factory background
of the original might have
worked in North Carolina,
Janes transformed the familiar work into another piece of
Charlotte history, the textile
strike of the 1930s.
This season Chautauqua saw excerpts from that
premiere, a hybrid work in
many respects. Janes had
inserted portions of the
more contemporary Carmen
score by Rodion Shchedrin,
punctuated with percussive
elements. It worked well,
seamlessly moving back and
forth between the two. (And

apparently he added a touch
of bluegrass in Charlotte, not
heard here.)
However, there was still
the undeniable Spanish flavor of the music, on the whole
played well by the orchestra despite some intonation
problems in the strings and
a few misses in the brass. So
the audience had to suspend
that notion in watching the
Southern characters unfold
— Don José became Joe (Naseeb Culpepper), a National
Guardsman, and Escamillo
went from bullfighter to a
Textile Mill League baseball
star, Miller (Pete Leo Walker).
The success or failure of
this interpretation will have
to wait for a viewing of the
full production. As it was,
Janes kept Tuesday night’s
performance chamber-sized,
concentrating instead on the
leading characters and telling his tale mostly through
duets. So the period costumes, nicely done by Jennifer Symes, would primarily serve to establish that
bygone era.
Janes conveyed the seduction in a pair of duets for Carmen, played by a wildly erotic Anna Gerberich, whose
extensions drew gasps from
the crowd, and Joe. Micaela
(Harkins) entered, and, in
a lovely episode from Joe’s
past, ended with a backward
swoop of a lift.

LEFT: Charlotte Ballet’s Sarah Hayes Harkins, as Swanhilda,
and Joshua Hall, as Franz, dance to Coppélia Tuesday in the
Amphitheater. ABOVE: A ballerina waits to enter stage right, as
the Chautauqua Symphony Orchestra provides the music for the
performance.

Those moments were
the most complete as the
segments grew to include
friends and escalating tensions, but the drama itself
did not gain the power it
could have in a full-fledged
presentation. Janes left the
climax to a final duet, so sensual, which tapped the evertangible chemistry between
Gerberich and Walker.
But their kiss was hardly
the drama-dripping finish
we expected. How does it
end? That will have to wait
for another time.
Speaking of endings,
Mark Diamond often takes
on the task of creating epic
works designed to heighten
the dance experience for
audiences. This time, he afforded the audience a rare
opportunity to hear Bartók’s
Mandarin, so difficult, yet the
orchestra’s best effort of the
night.
The original conveys an
urban landscape, complete
with honking horns, and
uses obvious Asian influences through the use of pentatonic scales. Yet Diamond
chose to make this a veritable
Polynesian “Rite of Spring,”
complete with wild danc-

ing and human sacrifices.
(A note: Mandarin was composed five years after Igor
Stravinsky’s “Rite,” found in
the obvious similarities between rhythms and meter.)
Called “Children of Paradise,” it surprisingly worked
better than expected musically. But the natives themselves were certainly restless, led by a savage Walker.
With a cast of 27, it was easy
to imagine primitive ritual
ceremonies, capped by a human volcano, although the
reasoning for Walker to suddenly leap to his own death
remained unclear.
However
primitive,
though, there should have
been more control over the
movement. Instead the dancers simply let loose, making for a messy effect. For
those in the audience who
still dreamt of an unfettered
tropical paradise, it would
have to remain in their own
imagination.
Jane Vranish is a former
dance critic for the Pittsburgh
Post-Gazette and continues
there as a contributing writer.
Her stories can be read on the
dance blog “Cross Currents” at
pittsburghcrosscurrents.com.
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HERE’S BACK AT
YOU, JERRY
‘Everything is at least a little strange’ in
Saltz’s stellar 57th Annual, which closes Monday
ANTHONY BANNON
Guest Critic

Y

2

3

4

ou’ve got to be taken by Jerry Saltz. Give him a
microphone and he’ll likely put it aside and wade
into the room and talk face-to-right-up-close-andpersonal-face with whomever catches his fancy.
So here’s back at you, Jerry. If you are reading this, back
at you because the show you selected for Chautauqua reads
like one of your columns — not that we’d expect any less.
And all other dear readers, look out if Jerry returns to
Chautauqua. He already has proven himself at the opening of the show he organized for Visual Arts at Chautauqua Institution — the 57th Chautauqua Annual Exhibition
of Contemporary Art in the Strohl Art Center. Saltz is the
senior art critic for New York Magazine, and when he visited the Institution he did go face-to-face with artists and
others for a good long time, and hung around after hours
to continue the conversation.
Perhaps the reader likes art shows that are “wildly
overfilled, radiating heat and energy” with stuff that
glimmers and carries a full load of chaos. These are Saltz’s
words, lifted from one of his reviews. And such awaits in
the main gallery at Strohl.
Saltz looked at the 762 submissions for the 57th at Chautauqua, and he overstuffed a selection of 39 mostly big
things, such as:
• A pile of supposed pilfered ephemera from Andy
Warhol’s grave.
• The skeleton of a large canoe rigged
out with dining room chairs.
• And Mary Johnson’s outrageous
painting, “Aphthous Notorious,” (that
would be a “notorious ulcer”), made from
red beet dye, spinach particles and dye,
turmeric dye, cherries, pomegranate, digitally altered
photographs, acetone photograph transfers, colored pencil rendering and ink on paper. Mary Johnson comes from
Williamsville, New York, and her 6½-foot-wide assembly
of fantastic scribbles, drips and fruits en pastel is straight
ahead on the sight line from the gallery’s front door.
Got the picture?
Call it: “The Great ‘Why Not?’ Show,” or “The Big What
If.”
It’s all about “The Everlasting Interrogation of Art.”
Anything less is “Why Bother?”
And Jerry Saltz has made that very clear through the
witness of his career, ex-senior art critic at The Village Voice
and famously big rig, long-haul truck driver. Forget higher
education. He never did it. This is his education for what
is unknown. (Not much outcome in education for what is
known, after all; as there is no news in old news).
So, the Saltz show calls to those who might like to gather for the adventure of naming these strange things and
coming to know a little better the extraordinary purposes
of art, among them how to consider anew or outright discover the ideas concealed behind appearances — often
large notions such as “wonder”— notions that are otherwise difficult pronounce.
The visitor must look carefully. Everything is at least a
little strange.
But most discoveries begin in bewilderment. Some are
modest curiosities, such as with John Balacki, for instance,

a physician from Olean, New York, who offers a slight watercolor about a double hung-door in “Tusca” (Tosca? Tuscany?). Anyway, one of the doors is missing, and beyond
its yawn is an unsettling darkness.
Soumiya Krishnaswamy from New York, on the other hand, won the Visual Arts at Chautauqua Institution
award for a 4-foot-square oil on canvas depicting a reassembled elephant girl with five legs emerging from her
head like a tiara, all held together by one of her braids:
cross cultural in extremis.
Charles Mintz from Cleveland, who won the James
O’Brian Memorial Award, requires some work. His photographs depict strange-enough living situations within
dead-pan photographs — all the more wicked, then, to
discover in his series of mid-century aluminum government-issue housing a tiny dog peeking out from between
closed drapes, while the dog’s masters pose on the porch
with offensive lawn adornments and the American flag.
The day to day has sufficient amazements.
In Saltz’s world, there is no award for degree of difficulty, no special recognition for the winning number of angels
dancing on the head of an artist’s pin. Colin Alexander from
Massachusetts took home the Harold R. Anderson Award
for a seemingly quick-brushed acrylic on canvas outlining
a desktop monitor displaying the “Happy Birthday Pose on
Home Yoga.” Maybe it was suggestive, but likely the point
is that to create suggestion is a stretch proposition with this
painting, if not a pun.
And so it will go for the viewer, should a visit be in
the cards. There will be a precarious oil
by Candice Flewharty of a pregnant tightrope walker with patriotic tassels on her
bosom, another painting by Mike McConnell that deconstructs elements along the
drive from Esalen to Monterey, and another by Leslie Mathis showing a back-street factory alley in
Jamestown.
An 8-foot-tall stereopticon — by Mark Rentschler —
rigged up with empty paint cans and mirrors within a
complex tectonic built to reassemble the image of a broken coffee cup argues on behalf of the astonishing project of art, as does a more quiet intaglio (soft ground, line
etching, aquatint by Diana Behl) — just an exquisite soft
music, that could be a score by the likes of the late Morton Feldman, one organized by a descending line of zeros
anchoring the left hand side of the page.
Oh, and finally, in the event you were wondering about
the bounty from the Warhol gravesite:
It was collected by Madelyn Roehrig, a Pennsylvania
artist. Her work consists of a DVD flicker piece documenting the pile-ups on the grave, adjacent to a plexi box of the
prize she purloined, among the objects a Campbell’s soup
can, several plastic skulls, a bunch of sketchy drawings, a
rosary, a gold-plated plastic “Peace” sign, wigs, holy water
and a pillow.
You may be curious to see. Then go figure. It won the
first prize Bellinger Award.

REVIEW

Anthony Bannon is the executive director of The Burchfield
Penney Art Center and research professor at SUNY Buffalo
State. He was an art writer for The Buffalo News and longtime
director at George Eastman House, the International Museum of
Photography and Film in Rochester, New York.

RACHAEL LE GOUBIN | Staff Photographer

1. “Aphthous Notorious” by Mary Johnson. 2. “Presenting the Patriotic Pregnant Lady” by Candice Flewharty. 3. The 57th Chautauqua
Annual Exhibition of Contemporary Art is showcased in the Strohl Art Center Main Gallery. 4. “Untitled 1” by Hisham Youssef.
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AFTERNOON HIGHLIGHT

KREABLE YOUNG | Staff Photographer

Brian James Myer, Sammy Huh and Elizabeth Trident perform during Artsongs in the Afternoon at the Hall of Christ on Thursday.

VACI lecturer Lyons presents
on clay printing process
KARLY BUNTICH
Staff Writer

Provided photo

Mitch Lyons will discuss his clay printing process at 1 p.m. Sunday
in the Hall of Christ.

Mitch Lyons’ longtime
love affair with clay began
back in his days as an undergraduate when he saw
someone throwing clay on a
potting wheel.
“Around 1965, I fell in love
with clay,” he said.
Lyons will discuss his
techniques and career at 1
p.m. Sunday in the Hall of
Christ.
Originally a printmaker, Lyons went to graduate
school for ceramics, and invented the process of clay
printing in the late 1960s.
Lyons pioneered the art of
clay printing while attempting to discover a process that
would enable him to combine his two favorite mediums of clay and printmaking.
“Basically, I married my
interest in printmaking with
clay,” he said.
Once the clay is rolled out
onto a slab, a paper that has a
positive charge is rolled over
the clay, which has a nega-

tive charge, he said.
“It’s an unusual relationship between high tech and
low tech,” he said when discussing the difference between the paper and the clay.
Clay printing also uses
the same slab of clay repeatedly, Lyons said.
“My slab is almost 34
years old. It’s like taking an
old canvas you don’t like and
repainting it and starting
over,” he said.
Lyons has been teaching
and giving workshops on
clay printing for more than
40 years and said he doesn’t
know why the process
hasn’t caught on more. Despite the ease of the process,
clay printers remain a small
group.
At a demonstration in
Florida, he met Blossom McBrier. McBrier, a Chautauquan ceramist, is sponsoring
Lyons’ workshop at 10 a.m.
Saturday at the School of Art.
McBrier said the workshop should be helpful to
anyone looking to augment
their knowledge of working
with clay and said his tech-

nique is a modern adaptation on the “world’s oldest
art form.”
Lyons will discuss his
work as both a potter and
clay printer during his lecture, and plans to display
images of his work from 1970
to the mid-1990s.
Lyons said years ago he
tried to support himself with
his clay potting, but it was
his clay printing that has
provided him with a living.
“Making the pots now is
more a therapy for me,” he
said.
Lyons said his clay printing and pot making are related.
“They feed each other.
There’s not much difference
in my mind between clay
printing and making pots,”
he said.
Lyons recently finished a
book he wrote on the art of
clay printing, a process he
called “100 times harder”
than making the clay prints
themselves.
The challenge, he said,
was in describing clay printing and putting his images

It’s like taking an old
canvas you don’t like
and repainting it and
starting over.”
—Mitch Lyons
Potter, printmaker

into words. He had to answer an important question
while writing.
“How do you make sense
out of clay printing, which is
a very illogical process and
make it sound like it’s logical?” Lyons said.
Almost 50 years after discovering clay and potting, he
still finds his work fresh and
exciting.
“I’m still excited by it, the
different ways of adding
marks to the slab,” he said.
“It’s not isolated. If you’re interested in life and the way
the world works, you’re interested in your work.”
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The Assembly Herald and the economics of free silver

O

n July 25, 1893, an editorial in the Chautauqua
Assembly Herald reported that the Institution
would offer a number of economic lectures in
that season, showing “how earnestly we are
devoting ourselves to these questions.”
There would be two important “courses,” one by Richard
T. Ely, “one of the foremost writers and lecturers of the day
on social and economic questions,” and a second by Professor W.A. Scott.
In addition to these two courses would be a number of
“single lectures in the same line, by other leaders in economic thought, the list including representatives of workingmen and their organizations.”
Ely’s course on distribution of wealth was already underway and attracting a large audience.
“It shows how deep is popular interest in the subject,
how eager thinking people are to gain knowledge from able
and unbiased teachers, all of which augurs well for the final
equitable settlement of many questions when they shall
come to the final test — when discussion shall ripen into
law,” the Herald reported.
As part of the ripening, a debate was announced on July
29. The debate format had been engaged before at Chautauqua, inaugurated some years earlier on the topic of women’s
suffrage. Later, Washington Gladden and George Gunton
debated the economic value of trusts.
On July 29, it would be the question of silver coinage. It was
a hot topic, so pressing that for the first time in years, both
houses of Congress had been called into an extra session.
Regarding the question, there was much difference of
opinion.
“The warfare has raged around this question more or less
furiously since 1873, a period of 20 years. It is a question of
tremendous importance, and yet it is not, strictly speaking,
a question of partisan politics, for advocates and opponents
of the free coinage of silver, in the ration of 16 to 1 of gold,
are found in all political parties,” the Herald reported.
The editorial urged readers and listeners to keep an open
mind. The men scheduled for the debate were among the
best-qualified to give the facts and theories and demands of
either side.
“Let us hear them, with a resolve to divest ourselves
of all preconceived prejudices, as befits every American
citizen, or every one who hopes to become a citizen, and
endeavor to profit by what we hear,” it read.
An even-tempered request, but the tone would not remain long.
An editorial in the next issue of the Assembly Herald, July

tale as old as time

AMANDA MAINGUY | Staff Photographer

The Bird, Tree & Garden Club’s 2014 Century House and
Garden Tour will take place on the grounds Tuesday. Twelve of
Chautauqua’s oldest homes are featured on the tour — some of
them potentially dating back to before the Chautauqua Assembly’s
first meeting in 1874. These houses include the Wilder Cottage at
8 Miller Park, pictured above. Its precise date of construction is
unknown, but the property was first leased in 1871. At right, 27
Miller, constructed in 1879, is also featured on the tour. At farthest
right, a third tour destination is the Kilpatrick Cottage, built in 1887,
which stands at 39 Palestine. Refreshments will be served to tour
guests throughout the afternoon in Smith Wilkes Hall.

The Daily Record
column by george Cooper

31, indicated the debate had not gone well. For starters, one
of the debaters, Senator William M. Stewart of Nevada,
“one of the foremost advocates of free coinage in the United
States Senate,” canceled unexpectedly, sending in his place
I.E. Dean of Honeoye Falls, New York, a representative of
the National Encampment of Farmers’ Alliance and Industrial Union.
The editor was burned.
“For Senator Stewart’s failure to come, for his failure to
let the Assembly know he would not come, and for the coming of Mr. Dean, therefore, the Assembly authorities, who
have an enviable record for keeping faith with the public,
are not in any sense responsible,” he wrote.
It turned out not even to be a debate. The Honorable
Michael D. Harter, a member of Congress from Ohio, and a
Democrat, smeared Dean. “It was a rout.”
The Herald reported that “Mr. Dean is so far from being
equipped to debate the question that it is simply astonishing that he should have had the assurance to inflict himself
upon the audience which had come to hear a master. It
would have been far better had the free coinage been not
represented at all.”
Harter, on the other hand, was “concise and vigorous,
fair and courteous, able, thoughtful, eloquent and comprehensive,” the Herald reported.
The transcript of the debate appears on Page 5 of the July
31 newspaper. It is titled “THE SILVER DEBATE,” followed
by the caption, “Congressman Harter Turned the Light on
the Fallacious Arguments of ‘Farmer’ Dean, who Constituted Himself a Substitute for U.S. Senator Stewart. A OneSided Debate.”
There was a large audience in the Amphitheater at half
past 2 p.m. Each speaker would be given one hour to speak,
then 15 minutes each for follow-up, and by some unarticulated arrangement, Dean would get a final five minutes.
William Thomas of Meadville, Pennsylvania, acted as timekeeper. The question was read, and Dean introduced as the

speaker in support of the affirmative side of the question:
“ ‘Resolved, That the free and unlimited coinage of silver
and gold in the ration of 16 to 1 should be restored.’ ”
The article continued to say that Dean explained the
“non-arrival” of Senator Stewart and then “proceeded to
elucidate the silver question very largely from the standpoint of a Populist,” — straight, fair and square enough
reporting, but then added — “introducing into his remarks
the notions of a system of political economy antiquated by
many years if not centuries, and long since extinct.”
The Populist argument included the propositions that the
economy was growing and there was not sufficient gold to
continue to support the paper dollars needed to continue
growing. An increased money supply would raise inflation
and in doing so, soften the burden on those — at this time
farmers — who were in debt. And the increase in the use of
silver would help Western states where silver was mined.
Free silver became associated with unions, ordinary
Americans as opposed to bankers, and inflation. Dean
concluded his hour by saying, “The question is whether we
will do business with a certain amount of money when we
might just as well have double as much.”
It was Harter’s turn. The amount of money is not so
important as what a country does with it. Over time, different materials have been used as money, but metals such as
silver and gold proved most convenient. Silver was once a
good option.
“Later, gold was found to be better for intelligent nations,” Harter said. “Today, the only nations which have free
and unlimited coinage of silver are those like Mexico and
China.”
Harter and other “gold bugs” were associated with the
financial establishment of the Northeast, railroads, factories
and businessmen. And they won the day at Chautauqua
and in the 1896 and 1900 presidential elections.
The reporter for the Chautauqua Assembly Herald closed the
article with this paragraph: “When Mr. Harter concluded, Mr.
Dean advanced to the front of the platform with five minutes
at his command in which to reply to his opponent. Mr. Dean
must have forgotten the question in debate for he burst forth
in a torrent of words, the burden of his speech being a plea
for a grander and higher civilization. He failed to reply to
Mr. Harter’s keen invective, only impugning some valuable
statistics which Mr. Harter had presented. Mr. Dean’s closing remarks were very much like Artemus Ward’s Mormon
lecture. They contained a great many things that had nothing
in particular to do with the subject.”
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PA I D A D V E R T I S E M E N T
The village of Mayville is the closest village to the
Chautauqua Institution

“The Best Kept Secret on Chautauqua Lake”

Mayville

430

July 10 - Aug. 28: Entertainment in the Park Summer Concert Series, Lakeside
Park, Mayville, from 6:30
to 8:30 p.m., Thursday evenings, free concerts - if rain
at Carlson Community Center at Lakeside Park, Mayville, 716-753-3113, email
to
dmarsala@chautauquachamber.org or web site:
www.mayvillechautauqua.
org for information. Bring
your own seating for outside
performances.
July 11 - 13: Festivals 2014
Craft Show - Bestor Plaza,
Chautauqua
Institution,
Chautauqua, Friday and
Saturday 10:30 a.m. to 5:30
p.m.; Sunday 12 p.m. to 5:30
p.m., 716-753-0240 or craftsalliance.com for information
July 17: 6:30 to 8:30 p.m.,
Free performance - Entertainment in the Park concert, Mizzbehavin performing (KISS Tribute), Lakeside

Park, Mayville, for information 716-753-3113 or www.
mayvillechautauqua.org
April 1 – Nov. 1 (Tuesday –
Sunday): Aviation Museum,
Classic Airport, Restaurant,
Mayville (Hartfield area),
serving great food in the summer on weekends. See antique
airplanes, engines, propellers
and memorabilia, gift shops,
vintage model airplanes, engines and more. Glider and
Airplane rides, flight instruction. Tours available. For more
information call 716-753-2160.
Every Saturday and Sunday
during the summer (beginning late May - 9 a.m. – 3
p.m.): Flea Market, Dart Airport, Mayville (Hartfield area),
outdoor flea market. For more
information call 716-753-2160.
Lakeside Park, Route 394,
Mayville: A beautiful park
located on the shores of Chautauqua Lake. Enjoy swimming during the summer
(lifeguards on duty), tennis
courts, playground area, new

community center/bathhouse,
basketball court, infield area,
picnic areas, boat launch, gazebo and pavilion on site. Located next to the Chautauqua
Belle docking area. For more
information on the park facilities or to rent the new community center for an occasion,
call the Village of Mayville Office at 716-753-2125.
Chautauqua Township Historical Museum, Route 394,
Mayville (15 Water Street):
Memorial Day through Labor Day Friday, Saturday and
Sunday from 1 – 5 p.m. (*subject to change). Located in
the old train depot building
next to Lakeside Park and the
Chautauqua Belle, featuring
interesting historical memorabilia on the area. Call Town
of Chautauqua at 716-753-7342
for more information or 716753-3113.

6

5

Chautauqua
Lake

4

Recreational trails for all to
enjoy, P.O. Box 151, Mayville
14757-0151. For more information on the trails and trail
rules, call 716-269-3666.

394

Webb’s Miniature Golf, located on Route 394 in Mayvill at Webb’s Year-Round
Resort (115 West Lake Road):
Open June – Sept. seven days
a week – 10 a.m. – 11 p.m. – for
information call 716-753-1348.
The
Chautauqua
Belle:
Steamship Cruises aboard
this 98-foot-long steam-powered paddle boat, one of only
six 100 percent high-pressure
steam powered public vessels operating in all of North
America, docked at Lakeside
Park, Route 394, Mayville,
716-269-2355 or www.269belle.
com (for cruise months, times
and pricing).

430

8
7

Mayville / Chautauqua Chamber of Commerce 2014 Events
Upcoming events

9

3

11

Chautauqua
Institution

2
Exit the Chautauqua Institution Main Gate, turn right.
Shop, play and dine all within 3.5 miles.

Chautauqua Rails to Trails:
Trails in the area feature hiking, walking, bicycling, bird
watching, horseback riding,
and cross-country skiing.

Great Gift Shops•Restaurants •Boating •Candy Shoppe
•Shopping •FREE Shuttle
1
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3

4
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Week Four writers focus on home, natural world Green Foundation
RYAN PAIT
Staff Writer

The Chautauqua Writers’
Center workshops for Week
Four will focus on using the
ideas of home and the natural world to inspire writing.
Prose writer-in-residence
Roy Hoffman will lead a
workshop called “That Place
Called Home,” and poet-inresidence Aimee Nezhukumatathil will lead a workshop called “Writing the
World Around You.”
Both Hoffman and Nezhukumatathil will also give
readings at 3:30 p.m. Sunday
on the porch of the Literary
Arts Center at Alumni Hall.
Hoffman, author of Come
Landfall, will work with his
students on using the idea
of home and the themes that
it provokes in their writing.
Hoffman said that the simple
idea of “home” can mean a
multitude of different things
for different people.
Hoffman said that home
could describe “a house, or
the home that people make
between themselves, a home
lost, a home found, a home
that we dream about, aspire
to, or remember.”
Home is also more than
just a topic for Hoffman.
“It’s more than just a subject matter,” Hoffman said.
“It is a sensibility. It is, in
large part, about who we
are. And I chose that topic
because I felt it was broad, it
was universal, it had an emotional core to it. It can enable

HOFFMAN

NEZHUKUMATATHIL

students to take off in many,
many different directions,
based on their own personal
sensibilities.”
Hoffman decided to found
his workshop on writing
about home after writing an
essay for The New York Times
in 2010 called “An Empty
House Where Time Stands
Still.” The essay focused on
revisiting the family home
he grew up in after the death
of his parents.
“I was overwhelmed by
the letters I got from readers
around the country telling
me stories about their family
homes,” Hoffman said. “That
helped me realize how deep
this experience is, of the
places we come from. That’s
one reason why I wanted to
give a workshop like this.”
Hoffman encourages all
— even those who are not
writers — to come to his
workshop. He said that everyone uses some kind of

writing in their lives, and he
wants to create a supportive
environment where people
can improve.
“So there is no wrong,
there is no bad, there is no
incorrect — it’s just about
helping each person express themselves,” Hoffman
said. “And expression is a
beautiful thing. That act of
dialogue, that act of communication, of expression, is
golden.”
Nezhukumatathil, author
of Lucky Fish, will work with
her students on incorporating a variety of influences
into their poems — influences like myth, folklore, science
and the natural world. It’s an
area that Nezhukumatathil
has experience in.
“What’s interesting about
Aimee is that she started off
interested in science, and
then switched to writing,”
said Clara Silverstein, program director of the Writers’

Published writers to speak
at Authors Among Us event
RYAN PAIT
Staff Writer

They walk among the
crowds at Chautauqua, keeping their heads down — one
might not recognize them.
They aren’t criminals or expatriates. They’re published
authors, and quite often,
they’re Chautauquans.
Chautauquans will have
the chance to recognize
these writers at the Authors
Among Us event at 2 p.m.
Sunday in the Literary Arts
Center at Alumni Hall ballroom. The event is sponsored
by the Chautauqua Literary
Arts Friends.
Fred Zirm, president of
the Friends, said this is the
second Authors Among Us
event at the Institution.
Chautauqua has turned
out a large number of published authors who want

to visit and give readings,
Zirm said, but it’s often hard
to find space in the season’s
tightly packed schedule for
everyone.
The event offers a solution
to that problem, according to
Clara Silverstein, program
director of the Writers’ Center.
“We started it last year
because we had a couple
of people who published
books and were hoping to do
something,” Silverstein said.
“And I said, ‘Well, why don’t
we try to do an event that
includes more than one author?’ Just because our space
and time on the porch is limited, and I really want to be
fair to everybody.”
The event gathers together
writers from many different
genres, including memoir,
fiction, poetry and narrative
nonfiction.

We carry a wonderful selection of beautiful and useful
products from companies such as Ten Thousand
Villages and Minga Fair Trade. Come relax in our shop
and browse our offerings from all over the world.
We carry sculptures, baskets, scarves, soaps, musical
instruments, wall hangings and so much more.

A shop dedicated to the
principles of fair trade:
• Creating Opportunities for Economically Disadvantaged
Producers
• Transparency and Accountability
• Payment of a Fair Price
• Ensuring no Child Labor and Forced Labor
• Commitment to Non-Discrimination, Gender Equity and
Freedom of Association
• Ensuring Good Working Conditions
• Respect for the Environment

Located down the steps on the west side of the
Colonnade at the corner of Ames and Pratt
Open from 9 to 5 daily during the Chautauqua Season

“From a consumer point
of view, it’s kind of one-stop
shopping,” Zirm said.
Silverstein said getting all
of the different authors together allows Chautauquans
to get the most out of a single
experience — rather than
multiple ones they might not
have time for.
“It’s a nice way for lots of
Chautauquans to be recognized at once, rather than
having individual readings
at the Authors’ Alcove,” Silverstein said. “You don’t
have to go to six events, you
can come to one.”
Silverstein said it’s important to recognize those from
the community who have
achieved success with their
writing.
“We’re blessed from people who have taken writing
workshops and several who
have now published books,”

Center. “She has an interesting perspective because she
really appreciates the natural world and is very aware
of it. And she brings some of
that sensibility to what she
teaches about.”
Silverstein said that Nezhukumatathil
uses
all
kinds of techniques and
forms to help inspire her poems, including “smell journals” and haibuns, a form
that combines prose and haiku. Silverstein said that Nezhukumatathil’s openness
when describing her creative
process is great for the workshop experience.
“She talks about how she
creates her own work, and
invites people to try some of
the processes that she uses,”
Silverstein said.
Nezhukumatathil
welcomes writers of all levels to
her workshop, which Silverstein agreed with.
“She runs a very welcoming and friendly workshop,”
Silverstein said. “I’ve seen
her in action before.”
Nezhukumatathil
and
Hoffman will also give
Brown Bag lectures on the
porch of the Literary Arts
Center at Alumni Hall during the week. Nezhukumatathil’s Brown Bag, called
“The Importance of Wonder:
Say Good-bye to the ‘Sensible’ World,” begins at 12:15
p.m. Tuesday, and Hoffman’s
Brown Bag, called “Where
Stories Come From,” begins
at 12:15 p.m. Friday.

Featured Authors
Larry Beahan
Nancy Brown Diggs
Greg Kuzma
Vicky Norvaisa
Susan Nusbaum
Beth Peyton
Nancy Loyan Schuemann
Judith Slater

Silverstein said. “It’d be like
art students giving an art
show, or student dancers giving a performance. For us,
publishing a book and presenting it is the equivalent to
that, so I think it’s important
to recognize those people in
our community.”
Zirm emphasized the familiarity of the authors as
well.
“Some of the names will
end up being well known
because they are longtime
Chautauquans,” Zirm said.
“Writers need an audience,
and Chautauqua is a place
that prides itself on its literacy — both reading and
writing.”

underwrites CTC
New Play Workshops

Since 2011, The Roe
Green Foundation has
helped support the New
Play Workshop at Chautauqua Institution. This year’s
productions of Dairyland
by Heidi Armbruster and
directed by Lisa Rothe and
The Guadalupe by Carol
Carpenter and directed by
Ethan McSweeny are both
underwritten by the continued support of The Roe
Green Foundation.
Roe Green, Chautauquan and CEO of The Roe
Green Foundation, established the foundation that
bears her name after her
mother’s passing in 2003.
Through her philanthropy,
she has been making an
impact in the cultural arts
scenes, and especially theater, in Cleveland and Kent,
Ohio; Jupiter, Florida; New
York City; and in Chautauqua.
Green serves on the
board of the Cleveland Play
House and has established
The Roe Green Award
which is presented annually to a nationally recognized playwright.
The award includes a
$7,500 cash prize; a weeklong residency including rehearsals; a master
class with Cleveland Play
House’s Playwrights’ Unit,
Case Western Reserve University and Cleveland State
University students; and
a public reading of a new
play.
At Kent State University,
her alma mater, Green established a visiting director
series which allows nationally and internationally renowned directors to work
with students in residence
for six to seven weeks each
year, and also made the
largest capital gift in Kent
State University history to
create and renovate the Roe
Green Center for the School
of Theatre and Dance at
Kent State University.
In Jupiter, Florida, Green
has made a significant impact at the Maltz Jupiter
Theatre, Florida’s largest
professional
award-winning, not-for-profit regional
theater, by funding a large
renovation project that add-

ed additional seating to the
theater that is now known
as The Green Room.
Additionally,
Green
serves on the board of Porthouse Theatre, in Cuyahoga
Falls, Ohio at Blossom Music Center, and is on the
Governor’s
International
Council of the Shaw Festival in Ontario, Canada.
She is responsible for the
Roe Green Visiting Director Series for the School of
Theatre and Dance at Kent
State and the University of
Colorado, the Green Arts
Fund that supports the Jewish Community Center arts
and culture program, and
Green House, a women’s
shelter in Geauga, Ohio.
For her extraordinary
philanthropy and support
of the arts, Green has recently received two significant honors.
In March of this year she
was presented by Cultural Council of Palm Beach
County with the Thalia
Award, which honors philanthropists who have been
active in other parts of the
country who also contribute to local cultural groups.
She was also honored by
the Dramatists Guild Fund
in New York City in October 2013 for her patronage of the arts. She is also
a member of their board of
directors.
The Dramatists Guild
Fund is the public charity arm of The Dramatists
Guild of America. Its mission is to aid and nurture
writers for the theater, to
fund nonprofit theaters
producing contemporary
American plays and to
heighten awareness, appreciation and support of theatre across America.
With The Roe Green
Foundation’s support, the
New Play Workshop at
Chautauqua continues to
evolve and has secured the
Chautauqua Theater Company’s place in the national
theater dialogue.
The last performance of
Dairyland, the first new play
to be workshopped in 2014,
is at 2:15 p.m. Saturday in
Bratton Theater.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

FOR RENT

AA/ALANON open meeting
Hurlbut Church Parlor Sundays
and Wednesday 12:30 p.m.

FSBO, Historic Point
Chautauqua, Charming 3 bedroom, 1.5 bath, remodeled, 4
season home, partial lake
views, lake rights with dock, 5
minutes by boat/15
minutes
by car to the Institution, 500 ft
of shared lakefront, beach,
park, tennis. Asking $229,000,
call 216-272-1524.

ANTIQUES &
COLLECTIBLES
O L D FA R M H O U S E f u l l o f
antiques, uniques and obsoletes. See our website at
HIDDENWORTH GROUP for
directions, photos, full listing, etc.

OPEN HOUSE
34 MILLER Centrally Located.
Well equipped 1,2,3 bedroom
apartments. Season/part season renters preferred. Saturday
10am-12. 412-425-9658.

BOAT RENTALS
B O AT R E N TA L S P o w e r +
Pontoon, Fishing, Boats,
Kayaks and Pedal Boats.
Chautauqua Marina
716.753.3913

BOAT & JET-SKI
RENTALS

HOUSES FOR SALE

SERVICES
FOR SALE

BOAT RENTALS wewanchu.
com

CONDOS FOR SALE

HOUSE KEEPING-weekly or
biweekly cleaning, change
overs, and windows. Reliable,
20 YRS experience. Tammy
716.720.1255

COOP APT 33 Miller 2 Br 2 Ba
Sleeps 6 Central location, furnished, updated $149,900.
MLS #1034777 Karen Goodell
716-789-2165

STORAGE

CONDOS FOR RENT
GREAT LOCATION, conviently
located studio apartment available for rent weeks 2,3,4,5.
724.601.9299

EDUCATION
EXPLORE ADMISSIONS to ST
THOMAS CHOIR SCHOOL,
We s t 5 8 t h , N Y C ( w w w.
choirschool.org). Education for
boy choristers of worldrenowned choir Saint Thomas
Church Fifth Avenue. Call 212247-3311, Grades 3-8, or, visit
Toothman Family, 27 Waugh
(CowHouse) 724-747-3575.

WANTED
S TA M P C O L L E C T I O N S /
Accumulations. U.S./Foreign.
Will travel to appraise.
Chautauqua's Stamp Professor.
904-315-5482

VACATION RENTALS
HILTON HEAD ISLAND, Sea
Pines, Beautiful Oceanside
3Bd/3Bth, Carolina room and
Den, Pool w/waterfall, Designer
furnished cable/wi-fi. Weekly or
monthly. 309-287-2367. 309662-1156. Janellac@aol.com

EVENTS
BRING A PART of Egypt to your
party or event this week with
Nailah, Middle Eastern belly
dancer. Cabaret, veil, sword,
zills. Special Studies Instructor.
F a m i l y f r e i n d l y.
w w w.
NailahDance.com Contact:
We S n a p @ s b c g l o b a l . n e t o r
216.246.8630

SOUTH HUTCHISON Island
Florida: Amazing 11th floor
Penthouse, 2Bd/2Bth, 45 ft
W r a p - A r o u n d B a l c o n y,
Overlooking ocean and intrac o a s t a l , c a b l e / W F, W / D . 3
months minimum @ $6000. 6 to
9 months possible. 309-2872367. 309-662-1156. Janellac@
aol.com

DELICIOUS DINNERS Beef on
weck and pulled pork. Mayville
United Methodist Church. July
17th and 31st 4:30-6:30 $8 Adults $5 - 12 an under

FOR RENT

ELEGANT ESSENTIALS
u n i q u e b e a d e d j e w e l r y.
Affordable prices. Season display and sale 15 South 2nd
floor call 973-699-2194 for
viewing
FOR SALE: 2004, Shore
Station, 1500 Pound
(SSV15100) lift in good condition. Please call Roland Philip
216-780-4403 (cell) or 216371-5880 (home).

Brand new 62 Crescent Garden
District. Multiple units available
for 2015 season. Go to mychautauquarentals.com or 716-6397659
New Waterfront Listing.
Chautauqua convenience with
quiet and space. 1 mi south on
Prendergast Point. 5 BR, 3
baths, large lawn, new deck,
private dock.Spacious LR &
DR. Fabulous bell tower view.
Available wks 6,7,8 & 2015.
650.400.1818

INVACARE LYNX L-4 Scooter
(4 Wheel) Nearly new-hardly
used. Basket-front light-owners
manual. Original cost inc. tax
970-for sale at 550.
716.237.7023
LAKE FRONT Land For Sale.
WeWanChu.com
REVO ELECTRIC SCOOTER
for sale $750. Good condition.
Call 860-460-3621.

HELP WANTED
MOTHER'S HELPER NEEDED
for weeks 8 and 9. Must love
kids and have experience with
them! Light housekeeping help.
M-F both weeks 8-6 with flexibility for evening hours a couple
nights. Please call 201-2327 11 8 o r e m a i l : k t s n o w b @
yahoo.com.

FIRST FLOOR Condo w/ covered porch, 1 block from Bestor,
2 blocks from Amp. and
Farmer's Market. Modern, A/C,
W/D, D/W, WiFi, cable TV,
Jacuzzi, grill. Fully furnished
and secure, sleeps six, on tram
route. 814-833-7490

2015 SEASON
14 FOREST (Modern Circa
1991) 1 Bed/1 Bath (Weeks
1-4, 7-9), Queen Bed or 2 Bed/2
Bath (Weeks 1-4, 7-9) King/
Queen Beds, W/D, A/C,
Flatscreen TVs, Cable/Wifi,
large porch. 309-287-2367,
janellac@aol.com
16 WILEY weeks 1-5,7-9, spacious 3-story house near lake
and children's school, 6+ bedrooms, 5 bathrooms, W/D,
cable, wireless internet, no
pets, no smoking 212-3691220 lhunnewell@willowridge.
com
18 Center. 3rd floor 2-bedroom
w/porch. Pet-friendly. Sleeps
four. Near Bestor Plaza & Amp.
On tram route. Living room.
Eat-in full kitchen. Bath. AC,
ceiling fans, wifi, cable TV.
Washer/drier access. No smoki n g . Av a i l a b l e w e e k s 1 & 9 .
$1,400/wk. 303-915-4156 or
red1184@aol.com
2015 Weeks 5-9 TASTEFULLY
DECORATED 1 bedroom luxury condo blends Victorian ambiance with modern amenities
(central AC, dishwasher, in-unit
washer/dryer, elevator). Private
28' porch. Steps from lake, amit h e a t e r, A t h e n a e u m . 1 5
Simpson. Half-season preferred & discounted from
$1,800 to $1,500/week for 4 or
5 weeks. Contact JLHyland@
aol.com or 239-246-0946.
51 FOSTER, newly renovated
garden apartment, historic district close to Ampitheater, Hall
of Philosophy, 2 bedrooms, 1
bath, beautifully furnished living and dining room, modern
fully equipped kitchen, cable,
WI-FI, TV, heat/AC, $1500
weekly, multiple weeks reduced
rate, available weeks 3 through
9. 240-687-2452.
83 PRATT a charming guest
house for the 2015 season.
Sleeps two. Newly Remodeled,
park-like setting, patio, on-site
parking, on tram & bus route.
W/D, A/C, cable, wireless internet, D/W, pet friendly. Season/
Part-Season 954.348.4344
bh@cpt-florida.com.

2014 Season

OFF-SEASON
RENTAL
1 4 F O R E S T, M O D E R N
1bd/1bth or 2bd/2bth, WiFi,
cable, W/D, central location,
parking/garage possible. No
pets. Call 309.287.2367
Janellac@aol.com or
309.662.1156

2015 SEASON
AVA I L A B L E 2 0 1 5 - W e e k s
1,2,3,7,8,9. Charming Victorian.
5 BR. Sleeps up to 13. 4 full
baths. 2 Kit. 2 LR. 2 DR. 2 W/D.
6 porches. Large Patio. Grill.
Cable. DVD. High-speed wireless internet. AC. On-site parking. Excellent location. Near
Amp. $2900. scarwin@peoplepc.com. 412-818-7711.
BEAUTIFUL NEW CONDO,
weeks 8&9 2015 season, steps
to the lake, amp, plaza, and
beautiful lake view. 2 full porches. 3 bedrooms plus sleeping
loft, 2 baths. Central a/c, W/D,
D/W, WiFi, elevator. Bus route
by front door. Contact Joyce at
917-855-6345. rothdesign@
aol.com

JUDSON HOUSE: Available
weeks 4,5,6,9. Studio, 1 bedroom and 4 bedroom apartments available. All amenities,
pet friendly, one block from
amp. Reduced Rates. www.
thejudsonhouse.com 357-4736
18 Center. 3rd floor sleeps 4 w/
porch Week 9. Pet-friendly.
Near Bestor Plaza Amp Living/
dining/kitchen/bath. AC, ceiling
fan, wifi, cable. No smoking.
$1,400/wk. 303-915-4156 or
red1184@aol.com

Personals

For Ruth Van Seventer, the
very model of a true
Chautauquan (through modern
and major only as required),
Cheerful Ever and leaving oh,
such timeless footprints. We so
miss you.

TO ADVERTISE 716-357-6206
Miller / Babcox fund helps sponsor CSO
The Mr. and Mrs. Sam
A. Miller and Mr. and Mrs.
Edward S. Babcox Memorial
Fund and the Trustees’ Fund
for the Chautauqua Symphony Orchestra help sponsor
Saturday’s Opera Highlights
Concert with guest conductor Steven Osgood.
Established in 1976 by
Elizabeth Miller and Reid B.
Babcox to honor their parents, the Miller/Babcox Memorial Fund is a permanent
endowment held within the

Chautauqua Foundation to
support the CSO. Edward
S. Babcox was president of
Babcox Publications and his
wife Marie Reid Babcox was
an influential leader of the
Young Women’s Christian
Association. She served on
the hospitality committee at
Chautauqua and was a widely known clubwoman and
social leader in Akron, Ohio.
They had four children: Reid,
Tom, Edward and Anne.
Reid Babcox, a Chautau-

qua resident for more than
50 years, was president and
publisher of Babcox Publications. Elizabeth Miller
Babcox served the Chautauqua community through the
Bird, Tree & Garden Club
and Women’s Club. They are
survived by their children
and grandchildren.
The Trustees’ Fund for
the Chautauqua Symphony
Orchestra was established in
1991 by Thomas R. and Jean
H. Bromeley, William F. and

Dorothy S. Hill and Richard
H. Miller and added to by
the board of trustees of the
Chautauqua Institution. The
fund is used for the general
support of the CSO.
If you would be interested
in discussing the possibility
of establishing an endowment
for the performing arts or another aspect of Chautauqua’s
program, please contact Karen
Blozie, director of gift Planning,
at 716-357-6244 or email her at
kblozie@ciweb.org.
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CTC’s 2014 season serves up variety
Emma Foehringer Merchant | Staff Writer

V

ivienne Benesch describes
Chautauqua Theater Company’s
2014 production schedule as
a painstakingly composed brussels
sprouts dish, laden with pancetta
and cheese, meant to melt in the
audience’s mouth.
Theater should not just
be an “eat your vegetables”
chore, according to Benesch, CTC’s artistic director.
Instead, the company aims
to cater to Chautauquans
by serving up productions
that entertain and educate,
intrigue or inform — offering, in a way, a delicious vegetable creation. After the last
show of the New Play Workshop Dairyland, at 2:15 p.m.
Saturday, CTC is ready to
dish up its next course, The
May Queen, on Friday.
“Over the summer, you
want a three-course meal, or
a five-course meal,” Benesch
said. “You don’t want only
vegetables and you don’t
want only dessert. That’s
how I look at the planning
— it’s like a really, really excellent well-rounded meal.
When you’re planning a season as a whole you’re looking for a great combination.”
Each play to premiere at
Bratton Theater is selected
and prepared with care.
CTC Managing Director Sarah Clare Corporandy
said the chosen works offer
diverse challenges to the au-

dience, in addition to amusement.
“We choose pieces that
are entertaining, but pieces that are going to make
us question ourselves, our
choices, our communities,
the world; that might change
how we look at something,
that might make us uncomfortable, make us sentimental, make us hopeful,” Corporandy said. “That’s what’s
important — that we’re not
just choosing pieces that are
entertaining. There’s always
that ‘and’ part to it.”
The careful play selection
process starts up to three
years before a play may
reach the stage, and the company usually nails down the
upcoming season a year in
advance.
“Last year, we had three
big panels of white paper for
2014, 2015 and 2016, and we
brainstormed and used Postits,” Corporandy said. “It’s a
huge puzzle.”
Despite years of previous
planning, Corporandy said
the balancing act of creating
a six-course production meal
this summer is not fully re-

alized until each play is allowed to stand on its own, its
flavors mulled over by each
audience member’s palate.
“Theater unfolds after the
play is up and we get to see
how it affects people’s lives,”
Corporandy said.
After exiting the theater,
CTC hopes Chautauquans

will continue to reflect on
their experience inside Bratton.
“The definition of entertainment is, while you were
sitting there, you are moved
to a different place than you
were when you sat down,”
Benesch said. “That, to me,
is entertainment, and it’s rel-

evant and educational and
deep.”
Benesch said discerning
Chautauqua audiences look
for more than pure theatricality in their theater-going
experience — thought-provoking ideas and themes
are not just reserved for the
morning or afternoon lec-

ture platforms.
“People still come to the
theater to escape in some
ways,” she said. “But here
at Chautauqua, people also
come to learn, to deepen
their experience and understanding.”
Andrew Borba, associate artistic director, said he
agrees CTC’s programming
offers learning opportunities by allowing Chautauqua
audiences a lens into a new
world.
“Any piece of theater is a
portal into the human experience,” he said. “I think we
have a lot of different portals
this year.”
Chautauquans have thus
far had the opportunity to
view life through the lenses of
the struggling Younger family in A Raisin in the Sun and
a Wisconsin-bred food writer
moved to the big city in Dairyland which closes at 2:15 p.m.
Saturday in Bratton Theater.
Upcoming plays will lead
audience members into the
home of a family living near
the border of New Mexico
and Mexico, an office pod that
plays host to a high school
reunion and a rendition of
Shakespeare’s The Tempest.
Upcoming
productions
will add depth and flavor
to CTC’s seasonal offerings,
as conservatory actors, costume designers, carpenters,
sound technicians and directors work together to prepare
a harmonious meal.
“It all has to happen at the
same time together,” Benesch said.

high tech

amanda mainguy | Staff Photographer

Actors Tramell Tillman and
Kate Abbruzzese read through
their lines for Dairyland in
Bratton Theater on Wednesday
while the tech and lighting
crew’s experiment, plan, and
execute their lighting designs
for the show. Dairyland closes
at 2:15 p.m. Saturday.
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Jungle John

SATURDAY
JULY 12

•••

70th Meeting at Chautauqua of
the National Federation of Music
Clubs — Northeastern Region.

7:00 (7 – 11) Farmers Market.
8:30 Chautauqua Property Owners
Association Open Forum. Hall of
Christ
9:00 Chautauqua Property Owners
Association General Meeting. Hall
of Christ
9:30 Hebrew Congregation Sabbath
Service. Service led by Rabbi
Ronald Symons and Rabbi
Barbara Symons, Andy Symons,
Cantorial Song Leader. Hurlbut
Church sanctuary
9:30 Chabad Lubavitch Community
Shabbat Service. Rabbi Noson
Gurary. Kiddush will follow at
Zigdon Chabad Jewish House.
Everett Jewish Life Center Library
10:00 (10–5:30) Chautauqua Crafts
Alliance Festival. (Sponsored by
the Chautauqua Crafts Alliance.)
Bestor Plaza
10:00 Chautauqua Institution Board
of Trustees Open Forum. Hall of
Christ
10:00 All-Day Workshop. Mitch Lyons,
ceramist. Ceramics Studios, School
of Art
12:00 Public Shuttle Tours of Grounds.
Fee. (Purchase tickets at Main Gate
Welcome Center.) Leave from Main
Gate Welcome Center

MATT BURKHARTT | Staff Photographer

John Denton, a teacher at Children’s School, plays with a group of 5s on the playground Thursday.

Su

12:30 (12:30–2:30) Social Bridge
(Programmed by the Chautauqua
Women’s Club.) For men and
women. Women’s Club house
2:00 Public Shuttle Tours of Grounds.
Fee. (Purchase tickets at Main Gate
Welcome Center.) Leave from Main
Gate Welcome Center
2:15 THEATER. New Play Workshop.
Dairyland. (Reserved seating;
purchase tickets at Main Gate
Welcome Center or Colonnade
lobby ticket offices and 45 minutes
before curtain at the Bratton
kiosk.) Bratton Theater
2:30 (2:30–5) National Federation
of Music Clubs’ Chautauqua
Student Scholarship Recital.
McKnight Hall
3:00 LECTURE. (Programmed by
Chautauqua Women’s Club.)
Contemporary Issue Forum.
John Butman, author, Breaking
Out: How to Build Influence in a
World of Competing Ideas. Hall of
Philosophy
4:00 (4–5:30) Piano Faculty Recital.
(Benefits the Chautauqua Women’s
Club Scholarship Fund.) Nicola
Melville, John Milbauer. Elizabeth
S. Lenna Hall
4:00 Public Shuttle Tours of Grounds.
Fee. (Purchase tickets at Main Gate
Welcome Center.) Leave from Main
Gate Welcome Center
5:00 Catholic Mass. Hall of Philosophy
6:00 (6–7:45) Chautauqua Choir
Rehearsal. All singers welcome.
(Two rehearsals required to sing
at Sunday worship services.)
Elizabeth S. Lenna Hall
8:15 CHAUTAUQUA SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA. Opera Highlights
Concert: “Western Journeys and
Eastern Discoveries.” Steven
Osgood, guest conductor;
Chautauqua Opera Apprentice
Artists and Studio Artists.
Amphitheater

SUNDAY
JULY 13

•••

•••

70th Meeting at Chautauqua of
the National Federation of Music
Clubs — Northeastern Region.
Humor closes. Strohl Art Center
Bellowe Family Gallery

7:45 Episcopal Holy Eucharist. Chapel
of the Good Shepherd
8:30 Songs, Prayers, Communion &
Meditation. Hurlbut Church
8:45 United Church of Christ Worship
Service. UCC Randell Chapel
8:45 Hebrew Congregation Special
Study Session. Led by Rabbi
Ronald Symons
9:00 Episcopal Holy Eucharist. Chapel
of the Good Shepherd
9:15 Catholic Mass. Hall of Christ
9:30 Services in Denominational Houses
9:30 Unitarian Universalist Service. Hall
of Philosophy

9:30 Grand Opening and Building
Dedication. (Programmed by
Chabad Lubavitch of Chautauqua.)
Zigdon Chabad Jewish House
10:15 Sunday School. Through Grade
6. Child care for infants. Children’s
School
10:45 SERVICE OF WORSHIP AND
SERMON. The Rev. Daisy
Machado, professor, American
history of Christianity, Union
Theological Seminary, New York
City. Amphitheater

3:00 Baha’i Youth Panel. (Sponsored
by the Dept. of Religion.) “Who is
Writing the Future: Youth in the
Vanguard.” Smith Wilkes Hall
3:30 (3:30–5:30) Jewish Film Festival.
(Programmed by the Everett Jewish
Life Center.) “Fill the Void.” Everett
Jewish Life Center

11:30 (11:30 until sold out) Chicken
Barbecue Dinner. (Programmed by
the Chautauqua Volunteer Fire Dept.)
Fee. Chautauqua Fire Hall

3:30 Poetry and Prose Reading.
(Programmed by the Chautauqua
Writers’ Center.) Aimee
Nezhukumatathil, poetry; Roy
Hoffman, prose. Literary Arts Center
at Alumni Hall Porch

12:00 (12–5:30) Chautauqua Crafts
Alliance Festival. (Sponsored by
the Chautauqua Crafts Alliance.)
Bestor Plaza

3:30 Lemonade Social. (Sponsored
by the Chautauqua Literary Arts
Friends.) Literary Arts Center at
Alumni Hall Porch

12:00 (12–2) Open House. Chautauqua
Volunteer Fire Department.
Chautauqua Fire Hall

4:00 (4–4:30) Blessing of the Animals.
Miller Park

12:00 Public Shuttle Tours of Grounds.
Fee. (Purchase tickets at Main Gate
Welcome Center.) Leave from Main
Gate Welcome Center
12:00 (12–3) Special Studies Meet and
Greet. Hultquist Porch
12:10 Catholic Mass. Chapel of the Good
Shepherd

9:30 Unity Service. Hall of Missions

12:15 Thursday Morning Brass Concert.
Colonnade steps

9:30 Religious Society of Friends
(Quakers) Service. Octagon Building

12:30 Dixie Lakesiders Concert.
Chautauqua Fire Hall

9:30 Christian Science Service.
Christian Science Chapel

1:00 (1–5) Chautauqua Women’s Club
125th Anniversary Celebration
Fair and Silent Auction.

9:30 Hebrew Congregation Special
Servce. Service led by Rabbis
Ronald and Barbara Symons;
Andy Symons, soloist, followed by
Kiddush Lunch sponsored by Iris
Rosenberg Futerfas and Seymore
Bayewitch. Hurlbut Sanctuary

2:30 CHAUTAUQUA SCHOOL OF DANCE
STUDENT GALA. Jean-Pierre
Bonnefoux, director. Amphitheater

1:00 Visual Arts Lecture Series. Mitch
Lyons, independent ceramist. Hall
of Christ
1:00 (1–4) CWC Artists at the Market.
Farmers Market
2:00 Public Shuttle Tours of Grounds.
Fee. (Purchase tickets at Main Gate
Welcome Center.) Leave from Main
Gate Welcome Center

4:00 Public Shuttle Tours of Grounds.
Fee. (Purchase tickets at Main Gate
Welcome Center.) Leave from Main
Gate Welcome Center
4:00 Walking Tour of Grounds. Fee.
(Purchase tickets at Main Gate
Welcome Center.) Leave from south
end of Main Gate Welcome Center
4:00 125th Anniversary Celebration
and Soiree. (Programmed by
the Chautauqua Women’s Club.)
Women’s Club house
4:30 (4:30-5) Sharing God’s Gift.
Joseph Musser, composer and
pianist. Hall of Philosophy
5:00 VESPERS. (Chaplain’s Journey of
Faith.) The Rev. Daisy Machado.
Hall of Philosophy
5:00 National Federation of Music
Clubs’ 2014 Voice Scholarship
Recital. Mark D. Gardner, baritone
with Jamison Livsey, piano.
Reception to follow. Elizabeth S.
Lenna Hall
5:00 Massey Organ Tour. Amphitheater

5:00 Open Mic. (Programmed by
Chautauqua Literary Arts Friends.)
Literary Arts Center at Alumni Hall
Ballroom
6:00 New Visitor Information Session.
Hultquist Center
6:00 LGBT & Friends Meet and Greet.
Literary Arts Center at Alumni Hall
Porch
7:00 Duplicate Bridge. Fee. Sports Club
7:00 Palestine Park Program. “A
Journey Through Biblical Times.”
Palestine Park
8:00 SACRED SONG SERVICE. Sacred
Jazz with Warren Cooper and the
Chautauqua Choir. Amphitheater

8:00 Hebrew Congregation Shirley
Lazarus Sunday Speaker
Series. “Teaching the Holocaust
in Chautauqua County Schools.”
Leigh-Anne Hendrick. Hurlbut
Church Sanctuary
9:30 Service of Compline. Chapel of the
Good Shepherd
9:30 CPOA Outdoor Lighting Walkabout. Colonnade
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